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Foreword
As Korea’s central bank, the Bank of Korea seeks to bring about the sound development of the
national economy by securing price stability and contributing to the stability of the financial markets.
Over the course of last year, the Korean economy experienced serious difficulties owing to the
global financial crisis, but recovered at a fast pace, boosted by active policy countermeasures by
the government and the Bank of Korea and self-support efforts by firms and the private sector as a
whole. The Bank of Korea strove to tide over the crisis by the sharp reduction of the Base Rate
and the expansion of Korean-won and foreign currency liquidity.
This year, the Korean economy is expected to improve from the previous year as the private sector is recovering its endogenous growth momentum. However, uncertainties over economic conditions remain, including the possibility of global financial market unrest. Upward pressures on inflation are likely to mount in the latter half in line with the economic recovery. The Bank of Korea will
do its utmost to help the Korean economy shake off the effects of the global financial crisis and
return to a stable growth track.
To this end, the Bank of Korea intends to conduct monetary and credit policy maintaining the
accommodative stance to underpin the economic recovery and, while doing so, to gradually adjust
the degree of easing in keeping with the improvement of the financial and economic conditions
both at home and abroad. Along with this, the Bank of Korea will continue making efforts to stabilize the financial markets by keeping a constant check on potentially destabilizing factors in the
financial markets. At the same time, it also intends to enhance the timeliness and effectiveness of
its policies by expanding its diagnostic ability regarding the state of the economy and its capacity
for policy operation.
This annual report contains analyses of the nation’s economic
situation, details of implementation of economic policies and the
Bank of Korea’s business status during 2009. We hope this report
will be helpful for all members of the general public in gaining a
wider and deeper understanding of the Korean economy and
monetary policy.

March 2010
Lee, Seongtae
Governor

Functions of the Bank of Korea
Formulating and Implementing Monetary and Credit Policy
As Korea’s central Bank, the Bank of Korea formulates and implements monetary and credit
policy to contribute to the sound development of the national economy by the pursuit of price
stability.
Issuing Banknotes and Coins
The Bank issues banknotes and coins in such manner as may be determined by the
Monetary Policy Committee, with to the approval of the Government.
Loans and Deposit of Banking Institutions
The Bank may hold deposits on behalf of banking institutions and supply funds by means of
loans to banks facing temporary shortages of liquidity.
Operating and Managing Payment Systems
The Bank promotes the efficiency and safety of the payment and settlement system as a
whole and works to improve it.
Serving as the Government’s Bank
The Bank, as the Government’s bank, handles the receipt and distribution of Treasury funds,
the provision of credit to the government and the issue and redemption of Treasury securities.
Managing Foreign Exchange and International Cooperation
The Bank holds and manages Korea's official foreign exchange reserves and conducts foreign exchange business. Also, the Bank represents the government in all financial transactions with international financial institutions of which the Republic of Korea is a member.
Conducting Economic Research and Compiling Statistics
The Bank conducts economic research and compiles statistics essential to the establishment
of the monetary and credit policy including money and banking statistics, national income
statistics, producer price index, balance of payments, and other economic statistical series.
Business Analysis and Examination of Financial Institutions
To ensure the soundness of financial institutions and their compliance with monetary and
credit policy, the Bank analyzes their management status and may require the Financial
Supervisory Service (FSS) to carry out their examination or itself conduct joint examinations of them with the FSS.
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I
General Economic Trends

Summary

reflecting the expectations of a recovery in
economic activity.

In the Korean economy, the real sector
recovered at a rapid pace and the financial

Gross Domestic Product(GDP) marked

market regained stability in 2009 owing to

a robust recovering pace from the second

the operation of bold fiscal and monetary

quarter as exports increased and domestic

policies to cope with the global financial

sales continued on the upward trend helped

crisis along with the improvement of over-

by the policy effect. However, annual

seas economic conditions from the second

GDP growth stood at 0.2 percent in 2009,

quarter.

the lowest since the 1997-98 currency crisis
owing to the economic slowdown in the

The financial markets showed unstable

first quarter.

movements under the impact of the global
financial crisis in the first quarter, but from

Consumer prices increased by 2.8 per-

the second quarter, the foreign exchange

cent on average, influenced by weakened

market situation improved and the credit

demand pressure and a fall in international

crunch eased with stock prices rebounding

raw material prices, showing slower

strongly. Market interest rates rose steadily,

growth than in the previous year. The cur-

1

rent account registered a surplus of 42.7 bil-

assistance for the Bank Recapitalization

lion dollars, a record high, as imports

Fund. Along with this, the Bank of Korea

decreased at a faster pace than exports.

actively supplied foreign currency liquidity
to financial institutions by making use of

During the year, the Bank of Korea

foreign exchange reserves and funds from

implemented monetary and credit policy

currency swaps with the Federal Reserve

with an emphasis on stabilizing the finan-

System to stabilize the foreign exchange

cial markets and supporting the recovery of

market. Meanwhile, in keeping with the

the real economy. The Bank of Korea low-

improvement of the financial and economic

ered the Base Rate by 0.5 percentage points

situation from the second quarter, it

each in January and February, keeping 2.0

siphoned off the entire amount of the

percent, the lowest in history, until the end

expansion of foreign currency liquidity

of 2009. The Bank of Korea exerted efforts

supplied in the process of coping with the

to ease credit crunch through the raising of

crisis and absorbed a considerable propor-

the Aggregate Credit Ceiling and fund

tion of the Korean won liquidity.

< Chart Ⅰ- 1 >

Major Economic Indicators
(billion U.S. dollars)

BOP (right scale)

Growth rate of real GDP (left scale)

Sources : BOK, National Statistical Office

2

Consumer price inflation (left scale)

expected to see robust growth as the private

the continuation of the trend of recovery in

sector’s endogenous growth dynamism

economic activity , while consolidating the

through household consumption and corpo-

foundation for price stability. It also plans

rate investment is gradually recovering.

to adjust the degree of easing in considera-

However, there are still uncertainties sur-

tion of the overall financial and economic

rounding the course of growth, including

situation both at home and abroad . Along

the delay in the full-fledged economic

with this, it will monitor potentially desta-

recovery of advanced countries and the

bilizing factors in the financial market at all

possibility of international financial market

times, while constantly striving for finan-

unrest. The employment situation is expect-

cial stability through information sharing

ed to improve in keeping with the economic

and policy cooperation with the govern-

recovery. However, the scale of the improve-

ment and supervisory authorities.
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its policy rate in such a way as to underpin
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During 2010, the Korean economy is

ment is likely to be somewhat constrained
by the service sector’s weakened capacity to

Economic Trends

absorb the employment. Inflationary pressures are expected to become bigger from

Global Economy Improves Gradually

the latter half owing to rising demand, and
the current account surplus is likely to narrow sharply.

During 2009, the global economy showed
gradual improvement from the second quarter as individual governments and central

Considering the 2010 prospects, future

banks took active steps to deal with the glob-

economic policy needs to be concentrated

al financial crisis. The global economy post-

on consolidating the pace of the economic

ed negative growth of 0.6 percent for the

recovery and creating new jobs. In tandem

year as a whole, the first annual negative

with this, the keen attention should be paid

growth since 1946, in reflection of the acute

to the possibility of imbalances arising

slowdown of activity in the early part of the

from the continuation of the monetary eas-

year. By country, Japan recorded positive

ing stance for an extended period. The

quarter-on-quarter growth from the second

Bank of Korea plans to conduct monetary

quarter and the economies of the U.S. and

and credit policy during 2010 by operating

Eurozone posted positive growth from the

3

third quarter, but each represented negative

basis. The Chinese economy recovered at a

growth of 5.2 percent, 2.4 percent and 4.1

rapid pace from the second quarter, posting

percent, respectively, on a year-on -year

annual growth of 8.7 percent.

International Economic Indicators

< Table Ⅰ - 1 >

Unit : %

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

World1)

4.5

5.1

5.2

3.0

-0.6

Advanced1)

2.7

3.0

2.8

0.5

-3.2

United States

3.1

2.7

2.1

0.4

-2.4

Eurozone

1.7

3.0

2.8

0.6

-4.1

Japan

1.9

2.0

2.4

-1.2

-5.2

Economic Growth

Developing1)

7.1

7.9

8.3

6.1

2.4

1),2)

9.0

9.8

10.6

7.9

6.6

(China)

10.4

11.6

13.0

9.6

8.7

4.7

5.6

5.8

4.3

-1.8

47.8

24.4

11.0

37.6

-34.1

(49.4)

(61.5)

(68.3)

(94.0)

(61.9)

6.1

23.2

14.1

7.5

-18.9

(United States)

4.39

4.70

4.02

2.21

3.84

(Japan)

1.48

1.69

1.51

1.17

1.30

4.07

5.01

3.24

0.08

0.05

0.00

0.45

0.56

0.20

0.13

4.54

5.36

4.70

1.43

0.25

JPY per USD

117.5

118.8

113.0

90.2

92.1

USD per EUR9)

1.184

1.320

1.459

1.398

1.432

Asia

Central and South America1)
Crude Oil3)
($/barrel)
4)

Other raw materials

Long-term Interest Rates5)

Short-term Interest Rates
(United States)6)
(Japan)6)
7)

(LIBOR USD 3-Month)
8)

Notes : 1) Based on figures published by IMF(April 2010)
Notes : 2) Except the Middle east
Notes : 3) Dubai spot price, annual average
Notes : 4) Non-fuel primary commodities index (IMF), annual average
Notes : 5) Yield on 10-year Treasury notes, at the end of year
Notes : 6) Yield on 3-month Treasury bills, at the end of year
Notes : 7) 3-month maturity dollar LIBOR, at the end of year
Notes : 8) Closing price on the Tokyo market, at the end of year
Notes : 9) Reuters notice price, at the end of year
Sources : IMF, Reuters, Bloomberg
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on an upward trend from March owing to

quarter, pulling out of its downward trend

individual countries’ measures to stabilize

in response to the implementation of

the financial markets. In most countries,

accommodative fiscal and monetary poli-

worries over credit risk declined remark-

cies and the improvement of export condi-

ably with corporate bond spreads narrow-

tions. However, the annual GDP growth

ing and stock prices rebounding sharply.

rate stood at just 0.2 percent, the lowest

The U.S. dollar showed a strengthening

since the 1997-98 currency crisis, owing to

trend early in 2009 owing to the marked

the severe economic slowdown that con-

preference for safe-haven assets, but after

tinued through the first quarter.

I
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recovered at a rapid pace from the second
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Global financial markets also continued

March, it shifted to a weak tone, affected by
the worsened U.S. budget deficit and the
dollar carry trade.

By period, GDP growth rate in the first
quarter was 0.2 percent, but this accelerated
to 2.4 percent in the second quarter as

International oil prices showed a pattern

exports increased and domestic demand

of ‘slight adjustment after rise’ under which

improved markedly, responding to policy

they fell back temporarily while holding to

effects. It rose to 3.2 percent in the third

an underlying upward trend in line with

quarter, influenced by the effects of invento-

OPEC’s oil production cuts, expectations

ry adjustment. In the fourth quarter, howev-

of economic recovery and the inflow of

er, it slowed down to 0.2 percent, infected by

investment funds. Oil prices rose to last half

a base effect in the wake of the faster growth

of $70 per barrel at the end of 2009 from

in the second and third quarters. The

around $40 early in the year. Other com-

year-on-year growth shifted from negative

modity prices also showed an upward trend

growth until the second quarter to a slightly

from March in step with international oil

positive figure in the third quarter. In the

prices.

fourth quarter, it accelerated to 6.0 percent,
boosted additionally by a base effect.

Domestic Economy Recovers at a Rapid
Pace from the Second Quarter

During 2009, the domestic economy

5

Growth Rate of Real GDP

< Chart Ⅰ- 2 >

(Compared with the previous quarter)

GDP

Domestic demand (consumption and investment)

Export

Source : BOK「National Accounts」

Seen by component of demand, annual

percent, but total exports slid by just 0.8

consumption increased by 1.3 percent as

percent, affected by the won’s depreciation

the growth pace of government consump-

against the dollar and exporters’ stepped-up

tion accelerated and private consumption

marketing activities.

increased owing to tax reduction measures.
Fixed investment decreased by 0.2 percent

Meanwhile, even though the GDP

owing to a steep decline in facilities invest-

growth rate remained at just 0.2 percent,

ment which served to offset an increase in

real gross national income(GNI) increased

construction investment that was helped by

by 1.5 percent, owing to an improvement in

the expansion of fiscal expenditures.

the terms of trade following a fall in
international oil prices.

Total exports of goods and services(real

6

terms) and total imports(real terms) both

Examining the distribution of national

posted a decline for the first time since

income(Nominal NI), the ratio of compen-

2001 owing to reduced demand at home

sation of employees to NI edged down

and abroad. Total imports decreased by 8.2

from the previous year’s 61.0 percent to

consumption increased at a speedier pace

operating surpluses accelerated owing to

than income. The gross domestic investment

the improvement of corporate profitability.

ratio fell sharply from 31.0 percent to 25.8

ANNUALREPORT

60.6 percent as the growth of businesses’

I

percent as facilities investment decreased

GeneralEconomicTrends

The gross savings ratio fell from the pre-

and inventories were drawn down.

vious year’s 30.5 percent to 30.0 percent as
Domestic Economic Indicators

< Table Ⅰ - 2 >

Unit : %, %p

2007
1)

GDP

2008

2009
Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ
0.2 (06.0)

5.1

2.3

0.2

0.2 (0-4.3)

2.4 (0-2.2)

3.2 (01.0)

5.1

2.0

1.3

0.9 (0-2.0)

2.7 (0-0.7)

1.3 (01.7) -0.2 (04.7)

(Private)

5.1

1.3

0.2

0.3 (0-4.4)

3.3 (0-1.0)

1.7 (00.7)

(Government)

5.4

4.3

5.0

2.9 (0-7.2)

0.7 (0-6.7)

0.0 (05.3) -2.4 (01.1)

4.2

-1.9

-0.2

0.4 (0-7.4)

3.9 (0-2.3)

2.5 (00.4)

1.4

-2.8

4.4

5.9 (0-2.8)

1.8 (0-5.1) -0.7 (04.4) -0.1 (05.0)

9.3

-1.0

-0.2

0.6

Final consumption

Fixed Capital Formation
(Construction)
(Facilities)
2)

Changes in inventories

-9.1 -10.5 (-23.1)
-4.6

9.0 (-17.3) 10.8 (-7.0)

-2.8 (0-5.3) -1.5 (0-7.5)

2.3 (-4.8)

0.4 (05.8)

1.6 (07.1)

5.3 (13.3)
0.4 (-1.0)

Exports

12.6

6.6

-0.8

-3.2 (-10.7) 10.0 (0-3.4)

4.4 (01.0) -1.0 (09.8)

Imports

11.7

4.4

-8.2

-6.4 (-18.8)

8.8 (-13.3)

6.5 (-7.7)

0.1 (08.7)

4.8

-0.6

1.5

-0.7 (0-5.4)

4.9 (0-0.2)

1.1 (03.7)

2.7 (07.5)

3.2

3.2

3.6

3.5 (0-3.8)

3.8 (0-3.8)

3.7 (03.6)

3.6 (03.3)

1)

GNI

3)

Unemployment Rate
1)

Consumer Prices

2.5

4.7

2.8

0.7 (0-3.9)

1.0 (0-2.8)

0.5 (02.0)

0.2 (02.4)

Core Inflation1)

2.4

4.2

3.6

0.9 (0-4.9)

0.8 (0-3.9)

0.4 (03.0)

0.4 (02.4)

Current Account($,100 million) 58.8

-57.8

426.7

86.2

131.0

104.0

105.6

Exports
(customs clearance basis)1)

14.1

13.6

-13.9

(-25.2)

(-21.1)

(-17.6)

(11.7)

Imports
(customs clearance basis)1)

15.3

22.0

-25.8

(-32.7)

(-35.6)

(-31.0)

(01.4)

Yield on 3-Year Treasury
Bonds4)

5.23

5.27

4.04

3.64

3.89

4.30

4.34

Yield on 3-Year Corporate
Bonds4),5)

5.70

7.02

5.81

6.85

5.35

5.59

5.46

1,897.1 1,124.5 1,682.8

1,206.3

1,390.1

1,673.1

1,682.8

936.1 1,259.5 1,164.5

1,383.5

1,273.9

1,178.1

1,164.5

KOSPI(end-of-period)
KRW per USD
(end-of-perod)6)

Notes : 1) The rate of increase or growth compared with the previous quarter. The figures in parenthesis are yearon-year rates.
Notes : 2) Contribution to growth rate of GDP(%p)
Notes : 3) The figures in parenthesis are not seasonally adjusted.Notes : 4) Average during the period
Notes : 5) AA－ degree basis
Notes : 6) Based on closing price
Source : BOK「ECOS」
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Improving Trend in Manufacturing and

annual growth rate fell from the previous

Service Industries

year’s 2.8 percent to 1.0 percent.

Looking at the trend of production activ-

Construction grew by 4.4 percent quar-

ities by sector during the year, both manu-

ter-on-quarter in the first quarter, influenced

facturing and services showed an improv-

by the fiscal front loading, but the growth

ing trend from the second quarter, while

pace slowed down in the second quarter,

construction saw its upward pace slow

and shifted to a declining trend in the third

down from the second quarter, affected by

quarter. On an annual basis, it grew by 1.9

the front loading of fiscal expenditures.

percent, shifting into positive growth from
the previous year’s negative figure.

Manufacturing industry, which posted
negative growth of 2.5 percent in the first

Meanwhile, looking at the weights of indi-

quarter, recorded positive growth of 8.0

vidual industries in the nominal GDP, those

percent in the second quarter and 9.4 per-

of manufacturing, services and construction

cent in the third quarter, owing to a steady

declined by 0.1~ 0.2 percentage points from

increase in exports to newly emerging mar-

the previous year to 27.7 percent, 60.7 per-

kets and the effects of a tax cut on passen-

cent and 6.9 percent, respectively. On the

ger cars. In the fourth quarter, manufactur-

other hand, those of electricity, gas and

ing production decreased by 1.7 percent,

water supply rose by 0.5 percentage points

affected by the base effect following a high

from the previous year to 1.8 percent.

rate of growth. On an annual basis, it
decreased by 1.6 percent, recording nega-

Employment Conditions Worsen

tive growth for the first time since 1998.
There was some deterioration in labor
The growth pace of the service industry,

market conditions as the number of the

which posted 0.3 percent quarter-on-quar-

employed during the year was still on a

ter in the first quarter, accelerated to the 1

declining trend and the unemployment rate

percent level, owing to the financial mar-

kept to a high level.

ket’s recovery of stability and an increase in
freight volumes from the second quarter. Its

8

The downward pace in the number of

the number of non-salaried workers

second quarter owing to the government’s

decreased by 320,000 centering on the

steps to increase jobs. But, the number of

self-employed as a growing number of

persons employed during the year decreased

marginal small companies kicked out.

ANNUALREPORT

persons employed slowed down since the

I
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by 70,000, showing a reduction for the first
time since 2003. In case of excluding the

The seasonally-adjusted unemployment

public administration services on which the

rate gradually fell after hitting a record high

effects of the government’s job creation

of 3.8 percent in the second quarter. On an

measures were concentrated, the number of

annual basis, however, the rate went up to

persons employed decreased by 260,000.

3.6 percent from the previous year’s 3.2 percent. The rate of participation in economic

Looking at the number of persons

activities stood at 60.8 percent, the lowest

employed in each business field, the number

since 2000 as women and people with a low

of persons employed decreased by 130,000

level of education left the labor market

in manufacturing and 90,000 in construc-

owing to worsened employment conditions

tion. The number of persons employed in the

while the aging of the population structure

service sector increased by just 180,000 as

continued.

that in the retail & wholesale, restaurants &
hotels and individual services decreased,

Reflecting the economic situation, nomi-

even though that in the public administration

nal wages(based on regular employees)

services increased sharply.

declined much less steeply year-on-year in
the third quarter, and shifted to an increase

Looking at the status of workers, in spite

in the fourth quarter. On an annual basis,

of the substantial reduction of daily work-

nominal wages fell by 0.5 percent from the

ers, the number of wage & salary workers

previous year, marking a decline for the

increased by 250,000, on a similar scale to

first time since 1998. Meanwhile, unit labor

the previous year, as that of regular

costs(nonfarm-basis) fell by 1.0 percent as

employees increased steadily and that of

nominal wages per hour decreased faster

temporary employees increased under the

than labor productivity.

influence of the government’s implementation of the “hope work project”. However,

9

< Chart Ⅰ- 3 >

Employment and Nominal Wages1)
(Year-on-year)

(10 thousand persons)
Change in number of persons employed (left scale)
Rate of increase of nominal wages (right scale)

Note

: 1) As the statistics compilation method changed in 2008, the figures before 2007
use the time series of the previous method of compilation.
Sources : National Statistical Office, Ministry of Labor

Upward Inflation Trend Slows Down

affected by a rise in the won-dollar exchange
rate and prices of agricultural products. The

The rise in the consumer price index

upward pace slowed to 2.8 percent in the

(CPI) decelerated from the previous year’s

second quarter and 2.0 percent in the third

4.7 percent to 2.8 percent as demand pres-

quarter, owing to a base effect following a

sure was slight and prices of international

surge in international oil prices during the

raw materials, including oil, fell sharply.

same period of 2008. The upward pace

During the 2007-2009 mid-term inflation

accelerated slightly to 2.4 percent in the

target period, the CPI posted an annual

fourth quarter as the base effect disappeared.

average rise of 3.3 percent, within the
bounds of the inflation target(3.0±0.5%).

By category, the prices of agricultural,
livestock and marine products rose by 6.5

10

Looking at the movements of consumer

percent, much higher than the previous

prices by period, headline inflation rose by

year’s 0.5 percent. This was attributable to a

3.9 percent year-on-year in the first quarter,

surge in prices of agricultural products in the

government’s curb on hike in public utility

continuation of steep rises in the prices of

charges and the slowdown of the rise in

livestock and marine products in the wake of

individual service charges and house rent.

ANNUALREPORT

first half following a spring drought and the

I

a hike in feed costs and reduced catches of
The rate of core inflation, which strips

percent, much lower than the previous year’s

out the prices of non-grain agricultural

7.8 percent, affected by the fall in interna-

products and petroleum-based fuels from

tional oil prices. Charges for services

the CPI, slowed down to 3.6 percent from

increased by just 2.4 percent, lower than the

the previous year’s 4.2 percent.

GeneralEconomicTrends

fish. Those of industrial products rose by 2.5

previous year’s 3.7 percent, owing to the
< Chart Ⅰ- 4 > Consumer Price Inflation and Core Inflation1) Rates
(Year-on-year)

2.5~3.5%
(Inflation target range)

3.0±0.5%
(Inflation target range)

CPI inflation

Core inflation

Notes : 1) Excludes the prices of non-grain agricultural products and petroleum-based
fuels (along with city gas) from the CPI
Notes : 2) The inflation target was set in terms of the core inflation 2004~2006 and the
CPI inflation in 2007~2009.
Source : National Statistical Office「Consumer Price Trends」

In the real estate market, housing prices

the end of the previous quarter, affected by

rose by 1.5 percent from the end of the pre-

the global financial crisis. They rose by 0.4

vious year, showing a slower pace than the

percent in the second quarter owing to ris-

previous year’s 3.1 percent. By period, they

ing expectation of economic recovery and

fell by 1.0 percent in the first quarter over

the upward trend accelerated to 1.3 percent

11

in the third quarter. However, the increas-

deficit widened slightly from the previous

ing rate of housing prices slowed down to

year’s 16.7 billion dollars to 17.2 billion dol-

just 0.8 percent in the fourth quarter, influ-

lars in response to the reduced surplus on the

enced by strengthened morgage loan-relat-

transportation and financial service account,

ed regulations. Housing rents rose by 3.4

which served to contract the effect of the nar-

percent, a brisker pace of increase than the

rowing of the travel account deficit.

previous year’s 1.7 percent as the imbalance of demand and supply continued in
the metropolitan area centering on Seoul.

The capital account shifted from the previous year’s deficit of 50.1 billion dollars
to a surplus of 26.5 billion dollars owing to

Current Account Posts Big Surplus

large-scale capital inflows for foreigners’
stock investment.

The current account registered a surplus
of 42.7 billion dollars, the biggest yearly

As of the end of 2009, the foreign

surplus in history. This was attributable to

reserves amounted to 270 billion dollars,

the rapid widening of the goods account

an increase of 68.8 billion dollars from the

surplus as imports, hit by the slowdown of

end of the previous year. Gross external lia-

domestic consumption and a fall in interna-

bilities increased by 24.0 billion dollars

tional commodity prices, decreased at a

over the course of the year to 401.9 billion

faster pace than exports, which declined

dollars, and external assets increased by

owing to subdued international trade activi-

69.3 billion dollars to 417.1 billion dollars.

ty in the wake of the global financial crisis.

As a result, net external assets, which represent gross external assets less gross external

Exports(customs-clearance basis)

liabilities, shifted from -30.1 billion dollars

decreased by 13.9 percent to total 363.5 bil-

at the end of the previous year to 15.2 bil-

lion dollars and imports(customs- clearance

lion dollars. The ratio of gross external lia-

basis) dropped by 25.8 percent to total 323.1

bilities to nominal GDP(dollar basis) rose

billion dollars. Accordingly, the goods

from 40.6 percent at the end of the previous

account surplus expanded sharply from

year to 48.3 percent.

the 5.7 billion dollars of the previous year
to 56.1 billion dollars. The services account

12
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< Chart Ⅰ- 5 >

Exports/Imports and Current Account

(100 million U.S. dollars)

(100 million U.S. dollars)

Exports (left scale)
Imports (left scale)
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Current account (right scale)

Sources : BOK, Korea Customs Service

Financial Markets Recover Stable Trend

fell from 3.93 percent at the end of the previous year to 2.41 percent in the middle of

The financial markets showed unstable
movements under the impact of the global

April, but rose again to 2.86 percent at the
end of 2009.

financial crisis in the first quarter, but
from the second quarter, the foreign

Long-term market interest rates went up

exchange market situation improved and

from 3.41 percent at the end of the previous

the credit crunch eased with stock prices

year to 4.41 percent at the end of 2009,

rebounding sharply. Market interest rates

affected by the weakening of the preference

rose steadily, reflecting expectations of

for asset safety and also by the economic

economic recovery.

recovery. Secondary market yields on
three-year corporate bonds fell to 4.90 per-

Short-term market interest rates fell

cent early in June owing to the easing of

sharply in January and February in

caution over credit risk, but turned to an

response to the Bank of Korea’s lowering

upward trend in line with the business situ-

of its Base Rate, but rose again after August

ation, posting 5.53 percent at the end of

in keeping with the economic upturn.

2009. Accordingly, the corporate bond risk

Secondary market yields on 91-day CDs

premium(secondary market yields on

13

AA-grade three-year corporate bonds ver-

in the year, falling to the year’s lowest level

sus those on three-year Treasury bonds)

of 1,018.8 on March 2. Subsequently, it

dropped by 3.19 percentage points from the

turned to an upward trend, posting 1,682.8

end of the previous year to stand at 1.12

at the end of 2009, up 558.3 points from the

percentage points.

end of the previous year. During the periods
from May to June and from October to

Reflecting the movements of short-term

November, it entered a correction phase in

market interest rates, banks’ lending and

response to the burden of sustaining its

deposit rates fell rapidly for a while earlier

level after a short-term surge, the possibili-

in the year but then rose steadily after

ty of a delay in global economic recovery,

August.

and a Dubai state-run development company’s declaration of a debt moratorium. The

KOSPI bounced back strongly, affected

KOSDAQ index stood at 513.6 at the

by expectations of economic recovery and

year-end, 181.5 points higher than at the

expansion of foreigners’ stock purchases.

end of the previous year.

KOSPI showed bearish movements earlier

< Chart Ⅰ- 6 >

Market Interest Rates and Stock Prices

Overnight Call market rate (left scale)

Yields on 3-year Treasury bond (left scale)

Yields on 91-day CDs (left scale)

KOSPI(right scale)

Source : BOK「ECOS」
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an upward trend as the tendency toward a

ers’ portfolio investment funds. As of the

preference for safe haven assets strength-

end of the year, accordingly, it changed

ened owing to the possibility of certain East

hands at 1,164.5 won per dollar, an appreci-

European countries’ failure to repay debts,

ation of 8.2 percent against the U.S. dollar

soaring to 1,570.3 won per dollar on March

from the end of the previous year. On an

2, the highest level since Lehman Brothers’

annualized average basis, the Korean won

collapse. Subsequently, it fell sharply in

traded at 1,276.4 won per U.S. dollar,

response to the easing of global financial

which represented a depreciation of 13.6

market unrest, the sustained current

percent from the previous year’s figure.

< Chart Ⅰ- 7 >

I
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account surplus, and the inflow of foreign-
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The won/dollar exchange rate showed

Korean Won Exchange Rates

(won)

(won)

won/dollar1)
won/100yen2)

Notes : 1) Based on closing price
Notes : 2) Arbitrated rate of exchange announced by Seoul Money Brokerage Services,
Ltd.
Source : BOK「 ECOS」

Growth Pace of Liquidity Slows Down,

increase of bank loans declined owing to

Corporate Funding Situation Improves

the reduced demand for money by enterprises and households.

During the year, the growth rate of liquidity slowed down and the pace of

Looking at the movements of monetary

15

aggregates, the growth rates of Lf, which

drawals from MMF.

indicates the liquidity aggregate of financial institutions, and of broad money M2

The growth of banks’ lending, led down-

fell from the previous year’s 11.9 percent

ward by corporate lending. Lending to large

and 14.3 percent, to 7.9 percent and 10.3

enterprises decreased, influenced by an

percent, respectively, on an annualized

increase in the issuance of corporate bonds.

-average basis as the supply of liquidity

Meanwhile, the growth of lending to small

decreased by private credit in the wake of

and medium enterprises(SMEs) slowed as

lackluster economic activities. On the other

banks focused their lending on financially

hand, the growth rate of narrow money M1

healthy companies and on loans backed by

soared from the previous year’s 1.1 percent

credit guarantees. The growth of lending to

to 16.3 percent owing to a fall in market

households decelerated somewhat by a

interest rates and an increase of short-term

decrease in minus bankbook lending, which

exercise of fund.

counteracted the effects of the faster growth
in mortgage lending. The share of house-

Viewing deposit-taking by financial

hold loans in banks’ total outstanding lend-

institutions throughout the year, the growth

ing raised from the previous year’s 42.1 per-

of deposit-taking by banks slowed down,

cent to 42.8 percent on a year-end basis.

while deposit-taking by asset management

16

companies shifted to a decline. The growth

Corporate funding conditions improved

of deposit-taking by banks slowed down

from the previous year, influenced by the

from the previous year as time deposits and

government’s steps to support SMEs,

short-term marketable deposits such as

including the expansion of credit guaran-

CDs remained sluggish, even though

tees and extension of the maturity of loans,

money market deposit accounts increased

and by the enlargement of large companies’

sharply owing to inflows from the redemp-

fund raising through direct financing. The

tion of funds. Meanwhile, the growth of

net issuance of corporate bonds by compa-

deposittaking by asset management com-

nies rose sharply from the previous year

panies decreased sharply owing to the

owing to an increase in asset management

redemption of stock-type funds following

companies’ appetite for them and the eas-

the resurgence of stock prices and with-

ing of wariness toward credit risk. Their

the Bank of Korea lowered the Base Rate

issuance, including paid-in capital increas-

by 0.5 of a percentage point in January and

es, also expanded from the previous year.

again in February, bringing down to 2.0

ANNUALREPORT

fund raising volume through stock

I

percent, the lowest level since May 1999
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Principal Policy Measures During the Year

when it first started to announce the targeted policy rate. Along with the lowering of
the Base Rate, the Bank of Korea made a

Policy Rate Lowered Sharply

downward adjustment of the interest rate
During the year, the Bank of Korea

on Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans to 1.25

implemented monetary and credit policy

percent. Although the financial market

placing its focus on stabilizing the financial

recovered its stable trend and the real econ-

markets and supporting the recovery of the

omy continued of an upward track, the

real economy.

Bank of Korea continued to keep the Base
Rate at 2.0 percent in consideration of the

Taking the view that the economy had

uncertainties of the policy environment ,

shrunk sharply earlier in the year and the

including the possibility of renewed unrest

downside risk to growth was large owing to

in the global financial markets.

the global financial and economic unrest,
< Chart Ⅰ- 8 >

The Bank of Korea’
s Adjustments of the Base Rate

(Annual %)

(Annual %)

(2008.7.Aug) (9.Oct)

(27.0ct)
(7.Nov)

(11.Dec)
(2009.9.Jan)
(12.Feb)

Note : The figures in parenthesis are adjustment dates of the Base Rate.
Source : BOK
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Strengthening of Efforts to Ease Credit

sions. It changed the「Guidelines on

Crunch

Post-facto Management of the Ratio of
Loans to SMEs」on Frebruary 17 and

The Bank of Korea also did its utmost to

strengthened restrictions on banks failing to

ease the credit crunch through the expan-

observe it, while increasing incentives for

sion of liquidity supply.

those complying with it.

To encourage banks to step up their lending to SMEs, the Bank of Korea raised the

Improvement of Liquidity Control
Method

Aggregate Credit Ceiling from 9 trillion
won to 10 trillion won from March 23. It

The Bank of Korea improved its meth-

also supplied liquidity amounting to 3.33

ods of liquidity control to enhance the effi-

trillion won through RP purchases in the

ciency of monetary and credit policy.

first quarter to speed up the inflow of funds
into markets for credit risk bearing securi-

It reformed the lending collateral system

ties, such as the bank debentures and CPs.

in such a way as to reduce financial institu-

Of the total amount of additional liquidity,

tions’ collateral burden. It allowed financial

that was supplied through RP purchases

institutions to use eligible credit securities

was siphoned off in the second quarter as

held by them as collateral for Liquidity

the financial market situation improved.

Adjustment Loans and Intraday Overdrafts,
in addition to Aggregate Credit Ceiling

Along with this, in the process of provid-

Loans, while easing conditions on the credit

ing supporting funds for the ‘Bank

securities eligible as collateral. Along with

Recapitalization Fund’ to help banks

this, it introduced a「haircut ratio scheme」

increase lending capacity, it provided

under which acknowledged collateral val-

3,296.6 billion won in loans to Korea

ues vary depending upon the maturity and

Development Bank and contributed 137.8

credit rating of the securities offered.

billion won to Korea Credit Guarantee
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Funds while lengthening the maturity of

The Bank of Korea strengthened its liq-

funds supplied in relation to the ‘Bond

uidity adjustment function by improving

Market Stabilization Fund’ on four occa-

the system for the issue of Monetary

ANNUALREPORT

Stabilization Bonds(MSBs). It introduced a

tion in the retail settlement system.

system for the fungible issue and prior
It also conducted joint examinations with

maturity and MSBs carrying one year and

the Financial Supervisory Service(FSS) on

one and a half year maturities to those that

five banks. It conducted partial examinations

could be issued with coupons. Along with

at seven banks with a focus on their function

this, it changed the method of competitive

of funds intermediation. Along with this,

bidding from the previous method of pre-

through the revision of the relevant MOUs,

determining the interest rate to a new one of

it expanded information sharing with other

adjusting the volume issued in considera-

financial stability-related institutions, includ-

tion of the market situation.

ing the government and financial superviso-

I
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redemption of MSBs with a two-year

ry bodies, and improved the practice of its
Heightening the Stability of the Financial

joint examinations with the FSS.

System
To bolster international cooperation in
During the year, the Bank of Korea

the wake of the global financial crisis, it

strove to heighten the stability of the finan-

joined the Basel Committee on Banking

cial system through the improvement of the

Supervision(BCBS), the Financial Stability

payment and settlement system and the

Board(FSB) and the Committee on Payment

examination of financial institutions.

and Settlement Systems(CPSS) of the Bank
for International Settlements(BIS).

It added hybrid settlement to BOK-Wirenow called BOK-Wire+- to help reduce

To accommodate the expanding scale of

participating institutions’s burden in pro-

the economy and the rising demand for

viding settlement liquidity, while reducing

higher-denomination banknotes, it began to

operation risk by introducing the straight

issue 50,000 won banknotes as the new

through processing(STP) of funds transfer

highest-denomination notes to heighten

business among participants. At the same

convenience in handling currency for the

time, it improved the system of net settle-

general public.

ment risk management in connection with
financial investment companies’s participa-

Meanwhile, the government realigned

19

the financial system, placing emphasis on

the year, it supplied 22.37 billion dollars in

strengthening the competitiveness of the

foreign currency liquidity in the first quar-

financial industry and building an institu-

ter through swap transactions and foreign

tional basis for financial market stability. It

currency loans. The Bank of Korea soothed

eased regulations on the holding of bank

worries at home and abroad over the for-

stocks by industrial capital and established

eign currency liquidity situation by offering

Korea Finance Corporation, while pressing

precise information about Korea’s foreign

ahead with the privatization of Korea

debts and foreign exchange holdings. It

Development Bank. In addition, it estab-

negotiated the prolongation of the currency

lished the ‘Financial Stabilization Fund’and

swap agreements with the U.S. Federal

the ‘Restructuring Fund’. Besides this, it

Reserve and the Bank of Japan two times in

strengthened the protection of financial ser-

all, extending the maturity from April 30,

vice consumers through the revision of the

2009 in the first place to February 1, 2010.

Credit Business Act and the Credit
Information Act. It also made efforts to acti-

In keeping with the improvement of the

vate financing for the underprivileged and

foreign exchange market situation in the

those in low income brackets including

wake of easing of the global financial mar-

assistance with ‘micro-credit projects’.

ket unrest from mid March, it gradually
reabsorbed the foreign currency liquidity it

Pursuit of Stability of Foreign Exchange

had extended after Lehman Brothers’ col-

Market

lapse, withdrawing the full amount by the
end of the year.

The Bank of Korea made intensive
efforts to stabilize the foreign exchange

Establishment of a new Mid-term Inflation

market by expanding the supply of foreign

Target Commencing 2010

currency liquidity to cope with the foreign
exchange market unrest.

The Bank of Korea established a new
mid-term inflation target to begin from

20

To cope with the foreign exchange mar-

2010 as the application period of the previ-

ket unrest in the wake of concerns about the

ous mid-term inflation target came to an end

financial crisis in Eastern Europe early in

at the end of 2009. The new inflation target

increase in the CPI(year-on-year basis). It

to be somewhat constrained by the service

maintained the midpoint of the target range

sector’s weakened capacity to absorb the

at 3.0 percent, the same as the previous tar-

employment. Inflationary pressure is expect-

get, while expanding the tolerance range

ed to become bigger from the latter half

to±1% point in order to enhance the flexi-

owing to rising demand, and the current

bility of monetary and credit policy.

account surplus is likely to narrow sharply.

It set the application period at three years

Considering the prospects for 2010,

from 2010 to 2012, the same duration as

future economic policy needs to be concen-

before. The management framework was

trated on consolidating the pace of econom-

changed from judging whether the target has

ic recovery and creating new jobs. At the

been achieved on the basis of three year

same time, the keen attention should be paid

average inflation rate to reviewing the per-

to the possibility of imbalances arising from

formance of inflation targeting annually and

the continuation of the monetary easing

making a public announcement of the result.

stance for an extended period. The Bank of

I
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However, the scale of improvement is likely
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was set at 3.0± 1% based on the rate of

Korea plans to conduct monetary and credit
Policy Tasks and Monetary Policy in 2010

policy during 2010 by operating its policy
rate in such a way as to underpin the contin-

During 2010, the Korean economy is

uation of the trend of recovery in activity,

expected to see robust growth as the private

while consolidating the foundation for

sector’s endogenous growth dynamism

price stability. It also plans to adjust the

through household consumption and corpo-

degree of easing in consideration of the

rate investment is gradually recovering.

overall financial and economic situation

However, there are still uncertainties sur-

both at home and abroad . Along with this,

rounding the course of growth, including the

it will monitor potentially destabilizing fac-

delay in the full-fledged economic recovery

tors in the financial market at all times,

of advanced countries and the possibility of

while constantly striving for financial sta-

the global financial market unrest. The

bility through information sharing and poli-

employment situation is expected to improve

cy cooperation with the government and

in keeping with the economic recovery.

supervisory authorities.
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II
Monetary and Credit Policy

1. Inflation Target

inflation targets.

During the 2007~2009 period, consumer

The new inflation target was set at 3.0±

prices rose by 3.3 percent, within the infla-

1% based on the rate of increase in the CPI

tion target range of 3.0±0.5%. During the

(year-on-year basis). It maintained the mid-

period, the volatility of consumer prices

point of the target range at 3.0 percent, the

expanded sharply, affected by supply

same as the previous target while widening

shocks such as sharp ups and downs of

the tolerance range to±1% point in order to

global oil prices. In the course of operating

enhance the flexibility of monetary policy.

the inflation target system, meanwhile, the

This is because a tolerance range of ±

continuity and flexibility of monetary poli-

0.5% point is feared to result in frequent

cy were somewhat constrained.

deviations from the target and constraining
the flexible operation of monetary and

22

The Bank of Korea established a new

credit policy. It also took it into account that

mid-term inflation target to be implement-

many uncertainties might lie ahead, includ-

ed from 2010 after taking into comprehen-

ing the different inflation environment from

sive consideration the major countries’

that before the global financial crisis, and

experiences in operating medium-term

most central banks operating the inflation

ward-looking manner. Considering these

point.

points, the Bank of Korea improved the tar-
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target system set a tolerance range of ±1%

get management framework in such a way
as to check consumer price movements

years from 2010 to 2012, the same duration

from a medium-term viewpoint. Most

as before. The management framework was

countries that adopt inflation target systems,

changed from judging whether the target

including Britain and Australia, manage the

has been achieved on the basis of three-year

inflation target by cheking whether the

average inflation rate to reviewing the per-

effects of monetary policy are being appro-

formance of inflation targeting annually and

priately reflected in inflation from a medi-

making a public announcement of the

um-term perspective, instead of deeming

result. When judging whether the target has

whether or not the target has been achieved

been achieved on the basis of the average

during a certain period.
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It set the period of application at three

inflation rate during a certain period, there is
a strong possibility that the continuity of
monetary policy could be interrupted and
policy could be implemented in a back< Chart Ⅱ - 1 >

Inflation Target and Inflation Trends
(year-on-year)

2.5~3.5%
(Inflation target range)

3.0±0.5%
(Inflation target range)

CPI inflation

Core inflation

Note

: The target rate was in terms of core inflation from 2004 to 2006, and CPI inflation from 2007 to 2009.
Source : National Statistical Office「Consumer Price Trends」
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2. Interest Rate Policy

sumer prices slowed down remarkably,
influenced by a fall in international com-

During 2009, the Bank of Korea imple-

modity prices and the economic slowdown.

mented monetary policy with an emphasis

Reflecting these economic circumstances,

on stabilizing the financial markets and sup-

the Bank of Korea, which lowered the Base

porting the recovery of the real economy.

Rate by a total of 2.25 percentage points in
the fourth quarter of 2008 on four occa-

Early in the year, it judged that the

sions, cut it by a further 0.5 of a percentage

downside risk to domestic economic

point in January and again in February. As

growth was large as the sluggishness of

a result, the Base Rate was brought down to

domestic consumption and investment

2.0 percent, the lowest level since it began

deepened and exports dropped sharply

to announce a policy rate target in May

while the financial and foreign exchange

1999. Along with this, the Bank of Korea

markets showed an unstable pattern of

made a downward adjustment of the interest

movements as the negative effects of the

rate on Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans by

global economic slowdown persisted. On

0.25 of a percentage point to 1.25 percent.

the other hand, the upward trend of con-

After the second quarter, the domestic

< Chart Ⅱ - 2 >

The Bank of Korea’
s Adjustments of the Base Rate

(Annual %)

(Annual %)

(2008.7.Aug) (9.Oct)

(27.0ct)
(7.Nov)

(11.Dec)
(2009.9.Jan)
(12.Feb)

Note : The figures in parentheis are adjustment dates of the Base Rate.
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balance of RPs outstanding(based on the

gradual improvement in response to proac-

net amount) in 2009 amounted to 10.5 tril-

tive monetary and fiscal policies to boost

lion won, an increase of 4.2 trillion won

the economy and the easing of the global

from the previous year’s 6.3 trillion won.
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financial and economic situation showed
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financial market unrest. The financial and
foreign exchange markets recovered a sta-

The volume of MSBs issued more than

ble pattern of movements as the credit

doubled from the previous year to 375.5 tril-

crunch eased, stock prices soared sharply,

lion won but redemptions amounted to

and the won-dollar exchange rate fell. The

353.2 trillion won. As a result, the outstand-

real economy also continued on an upward

ing volume of MSBs stood at 149.2 trillion

trend, affected by the rapid recovery of

won at year-end, an increase of 22.3 trillion

exports and steady rise of consumption.

won from the end of the previous year. This

However, considering uncertainties of the

was because the Bank of Korea gradually

policy environment, including the possibili-

siphoned off the liquidity it had supplied to

ty of a recurrence of the global financial

cope with the financial crisis as the financial

market unrest, it kept the Base Rate at 2.0

and economic situation improved.

percent even after March.

Moreover, the volume of liquidity to be
adjusted was expanded owing to an increase

During the year, the Bank of Korea

in government borrowings from the Bank of

adjusted market liquidity by means of open

Korea for the front-loading of fiscal spend-

market operations such as the issuance and

ing, the withdrawal of the foreign currency

redemption of Monetary Stabilization

liquidity supplied through swap transactions

Bonds(MSBs) and RP transactions in order

and a record-high current account surplus.

to induce the call rate to the level of the

By period, it issued 181.6 trillion won worth

Base Rate.

of MSBs in the first half and 193.9 trillion
won in the latter half.

RP transactions were conducted on a
total of 60 occasions(sales 53 times, purchases 7 times), 9 occasions less than in the
previous year’s 69 occasions(sales 59
times, purchases 10 times). But the average
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Issuance and Redemption of MSBs

< Table Ⅱ - 1 >

Unit : trillion won

2007

2008

Issuance

156.7

Redemption

164.7

Net issuance
Outstanding

2009
annual

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

151.4

375.5

63.7

118.0

115.6

78.2

174.8

353.2

45.9

96.9

126.0

84.3

-8.1

-23.4

22.3

17.7

21.0

-10.4

-6.1

150.3

126.9

149.2

144.7

165.7

155.3

149.2

Source : BOK

By maturity, the outstanding volume of

while, MSBs with maturities of one year

short-term MSBs increased sharply as the

and one-and-a-half years were issued for

roll-over of MSBs with a maturity of less

the first time owing to the modification of

than 91 days expanded. After June, mean-

the system.

Outstanding Amount of MSBs by Maturity

< Table Ⅱ - 2 >

(As of the period end)

2007

2008(A)

Unit : trillion won, %, %p

2009
Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ(B)

14-day

0.0

(0.0)

1.0

(0.8)

0.0

10.0

2.5

0.0

(0.0)

-1.0

28-day

6.2

(4.1)

5.0

(3.9)

9.0

10.2

11.6

7.5

(5.0)

2.5

63-day

2.2

(1.5)

0.0

(0.0)

2.0

10.0

4.5

1.0

(0.7)

1.0

91-day

8.8

(5.8)

6.2

(4.8)

21.6

23.2

19.7

15.9 (10.6)

9.7

2.3

(1.5)

1.9

(1.5)

5.0

6.0

3.5

14.1 (11.1)

37.7

59.4

41.8

1)

182-day

Less than 1 year 19.5 (12.9)
1)

1.6

(1.1)

-0.3

26.0 (17.4)

11.9

364-day

7.9

(5.3)

8.3

(6.6)

9.7

7.6

7.1

6.8

(4.5)

-1.6

546-day

3.5

(2.3)

3.6

(2.8)

4.3

6.3

5.0

3.4

(2.3)

-0.2

-

-

-

-

-

1.5

6.3

9.3

(6.2)

9.3

-

-

-

-

-

1.0

3.3

4.8

(3.2)

4.8

93.0

89.9

2)

1-year

2)

1.5-year
2-year

119.5 (79.5)

100.9 (79.5)

91.9

99.0 (66.3)

-1.9

Over 1 year

130.9 (87.1)

112.9 (88.9)

107.0 106.3 113.6

123.2 (82.6)

10.4

Total

150.3 (100.0)

126.9 (100.0)

144.7 165.7 155.3

149.2 (100.0)

22.3

Notes : 1) Excluded from objects of regular issuance after November 24, 2009
Notes : 2) Issued from June 2009
Notes : 3) The figures in parenthesis are percentage shares in total.
Source : BOK
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change(B-A)
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3. Improvement of Liquidity Control
Method

been limited to non-financial companies
and loans for the production and processing
of agricultural products. Along with this, it
introduced a「haircut ratio scheme」under

of liquidity control to enhance the efficiency

which acknowledged collateral values vary

of the monetary and credit policy.

depending upon the maturity and credit

II
Monetary andCreditPolicy

The Bank of Korea improved its method

rating of the securities offered. To expand
It reformed the lending collateral system

the scope to use the Liguidity Adjustment

and brought this into effect from February 9

Loans and Deposits as a means of stabiliz-

so as to ease financial institutions’ burden in

ing the financial markets, it eased condi-

posting collateral and to allow flexible use

tions for the extension of the lending peri-

of the Bank of Korea’s lending system. It

od and adjustment of the interest rate.

enabled financial institutions to use eligible

Meanwhile, the step taken in 2009 to include

credit securities held by them as collateral

bank debentures and some special bonds

for Liquidity Adjustment Loans and Intra-

among the securities eligible for use in open

day Overdrafts, in addition to the Aggregate

market operations was applied only up until

Credit Ceiling Loans. At the same time, it

November 6 as originally scheduled.

eased the conditions of collateral eligibility
for credit securities, which had previously
Haircut Ratios

< Table Ⅱ - 3 >
Marketable Securities
1)

Non-Marketable Securities
2)

Remaining maturity

Collateral Value (%)

Securities

1 year and less

98 (98)

3 years and less

97 (96)

Goverment and
public bonds Credit

80% of face value (issue price in
the case of discounted bonds)

5 years and less

96 (95)

More than 5 years

95 (94)

Credit instruments

70% of the financial institution’
s
loan principal

Collateral Value(%)

Notes : 1) The remaining maturity is fixed on the day the market price is appraised.
Notes : 2) Coupon bond basis. The figures in parenthesis are discount bonds and other securities without
coupons.
Source : BOK

The Bank of Korea improved the MSB

foundation for demand and the seamless

issuance system, bringing it into effect

issuance of MSBs. First of all, to expand

from June for the purpose of expanding the

the demand through the enhancement of

27

liquidity of MSBs, it introduced a fungible

of maturity and the coupon rate in their des-

issue and buy-back system for MSBs with

ignation, promoting greater convenience in

a two-year maturity. It added one year and

transactions.

one-and-a-half years products to the MSBs
that could be issued bearing coupons ,
which had previously been limited to
MSBs with a two-year maturity. Along
with this, to allow institutions entitled to
take part in bidding for MSBs to participate
actively in the primary market, it introduced a prior invitation system for some
institutions with an excellent track record
of successful bids for MSBs in addition to
ordinary invitation system for all relevant
institutions. For the seamless issuance of
MSBs, it also introduced a method of
adjusting the issuance volume in consideration of the market situation, while abolishing
the previous method of predetermining the
interest rate. Meanwhile, it abolished the
over-the-counter sale of MSBs, which had
shown no sales performance since 2002
and changed the bidding day for fungible
MSBs with a two-year maturity from
Monday to Wednesday, in consideration of
the bidding schedule for Treasury bonds.
Moreover, it expanded the number of bids
that individual financial institutions can
submit for MSB issuance or repurchase to
three from the existing two and included
basic items of information such as the date

28
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4. Credit Policy

Aggregate Credit Ceiling by 1 trillion won
from 9 trillion won to 10 trillion won on
March 23. This was intended as a step to raise

-gate Credit Ceiling Loans to stabilize the

the ring-fenced special assistance ceiling of 1

financial and foreign exchange markets

trillion won linked with the「SME Fast-

through the smooth supply of liquidity to

Track Program」jointly arranged by financial

sectors hit by the credit crunch.

institutions in October 2008. As a result, of

II
Monetary andCreditPolicy

The Bank of Korea operated the Aggre

the total Aggregate Credit Ceiling of 10 trilTo promote banks’ handling of loans to
SMEs, the Bank of Korea raised the total
< Table Ⅱ - 4 >

lion won, the scale of the special assistance
ceiling was increased to 2 trillion won.

Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans : Credit Ceiling and Lending Rate
Unit : trillion won, annual%

7. Aug.

9. Oct.

27. Oct.

3. Nov.

7. Nov.

11. Dec.

9. Jan.

12. Feb.

23. Mar.

2008

2008

2008

2008

2008

2008

2009

2009

2009~

Credit Ceiling

6.5

6.5

6.5

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

10.0

Lending Rate

3.5

3.25

2.5

2.5

2.25

1.75

1.50

1.25

1.25

Meanwhile, Intra-day Overdrafts, which

December of the preceding year to 1,991

are designed to facilitate the seamless flow

billion won in the same month of the year

of financial institutions’ payments and set-

under review, influenced by the introduc-

tlements, more than doubled from a daily

tion of deposits exclusively for settlement

average of 823.6 billion won during the

in April.

< Table Ⅱ - 5 >

Outstanding Amount of Intra-day Overdrafts
(On a daily average basis)

Unit : billion won

2007

2008

Dec.

Dec.

232.9

404.2

296.3

1,185.9
(534.9)

1,124.9
(692.3)

952.3
(519.0)

1.5

1.8

0.0

0.4
(0.2)

4.7
(2.3)

2.9
(1.5)

Specialized banks

119.2

191.6

41.3

429.3
(108.9)

548.9
(135.4)

576.6
(133.4)

Foreign banks’branches

152.7

226.0

78.0

482.5
(101.3)

478.8
(131.3)

459.2
(115.8)

Total

506.3

823.6

415.6

2,098.1
(745.3)

2,157.3
(961.3)

1,991.0
(769.7)

Nationwide commercial banks
Local banks

2009
Mar.

Jun.

Sep.

Dec.

Note : 1) The figures in parenthesis refer to net intra-day overdraft volume that excluded settlementexclusive balance from intra-day overdraft since the operation of BOK-Wire+(April 27, 2009)
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The Bank of Korea sought expansion of

KDB’s capital adequacy ratio(BIS basis)

banks’ credit supply through fund assis-

from falling in the course of the onward

tance for the ‘Bank Recapitalization Fund,’

lending of the funds received from the

as well as by way of existing open market

Bank of Korea. Furthermore, it extended

operations such as RP purchases, a rise in

the maturity of the funds provided to finan-

Aggregate Credit Ceiling, and its lending

cial institutions that had subscribed to the

system. For the seamless flow of funds into

‘Bond Market Stabilization Fund’ in

credit risk bearing securities markets,

December 2008 on four occasions in

including those for bank debentures and

March, June, September and December

CPs, it supplied 3.33 trillion won in liquidi-

2009, thereby supplying liquidity support

ty to securities companies through RP pur-

amounting to 1,817 billion won(on an

chases in the first quarter. In March, by way

average basis) throughout the year. It

of a loan to Korea Development Bank

changed the「Guidelines on the Post-facto

(KDB), it provided 3,296.6 billion won to

Management of the Ratio of Lending to

the ‘Bank Recapitalization Fund’ in order

SMEs」on Februany 27 and strengthened

to help banks expand credit supply by

restrictions on banks failing to observe the

increasing their capital. Along with this, it

ratio, while increasing incentives for banks

contributed 137.8 billion won to the Korea

complying with it.

Credit Guarantee Fund(KCGF) to prevent
< Table Ⅱ - 6 >

Contents of changed Guidelines on the Post-facto Management of the
Ratio of Lending to SMEs
(Before change)

25% of the amount which is insufficient
to the ratio of lending to Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises(SMEs)

50% of the amount which is insufficient to the ratio of lending to Small
and Medium-sized Enterprises(SMEs)

(In case of local banks, 15% of insufficient amount for 45~60% of the ratio
of lending to SMEs among total insufficient amount)

(In case of local banks, 30% of
insufficient amount for 45~60% of
the ratio of lending to SMEs among
total insufficient amount)

Additional distribution ratio
Within 50% of the amount in excess of
of aggregate credit ceiling
the ratio of lending to SMEs
for observed bank

Within 100% of the amount in excess
of the ratio of lending to SMEs

Deduction ratio of
aggregate credit ceiling
for non-observed bank

As the financial market situation
improved from the second quarter, mean30

(After change)

while, it proceeded to siphon off all of the liquidity it had supplied through RP purchases.
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III
The Bank of Korea’s Conduct
of Its Business

1. Financial Stability and Payment
& Settlement Business

banks and requested the FSS to carry out
examinations of two other banks. Through
carrying out such examinations, it gathered

Financial Stability Business

information necessary for carrying out
monetary and credit policy, including

In its examinations of financial institu-

major banks’ financial status, risk manage-

tions, the Bank of Korea investigated their

ment capability, operating pattern, and

business behavior after the global financial

business strategy. It also strove to heighten

crisis in order to analyze the transmission

the efficiency of monetary and credit policy

effects of monetary and credit policy. To

by checking on their compliance with regu-

prevent a recurrence of financial unrest in

lations related to monetary and credit poli-

the future, meanwhile, it also endeavored to

cy, ordering them to rectify errors that came

pick up on potentially destabilizing factors

to light. In August, in particular, it conduct-

present in the financial system.

ed partial examinations jointly with the
FSS at seven banks with a focus on their

In an initial move, the Bank of Korea

financial intermediation function. Through

conducted joint examinations with the

these examinations, it oversaw the pattern

Financial Supervisory Service(FSS) of five

of banks’ financing and operation of funds

31

as well as their liquidity status after the

their more active role as financial interme-

global financial crisis while gaining a better

diaries and of the transmission effects of

understanding of the factors hampering

monetary and credit policy.

Joint Examinations and Examination Requests1)

< Table Ⅲ - 1 >

Unit : number

Joint Examination
General Examination

Examination Request

Partial Examination

2006

2007

2008

2009

2006

2007

2008

2009

2006

2007

2008

2009

Domestic Banks

6

5

3

4

2(12)

1(6)

1(9)

1( 7)

-

1

-

1

Foreign Banks’
Branches

2

1

-

1

-

-

1(1)

-

2

1

1

1

Total

8

6

3

5

2(12)

1(6)

2(10)

1(7)

2

2

1

2

Note : 1) The figures in parenthesis are the number of banks that underwent examination.
Source : BOK

Along with this, to grasp potentially

this to analyze the income-based credit risk

destabilizing factors within the financial

of household loans and the impact of cor-

system at an early stage, it strengthened its

porate restructuring on firms’ credit risk.

monitoring of banks’ domestic and foreign

32

currency liquidity situation and their credits

At the same time, it strengthened cooper-

to enterprises and households. Considering

ation with domestic and foreign institutions

the fact that recently financial unrest has

related to financial stability. In March, it

occurred most frequently at non-bank

joined the Financial Stability Board(FSB)

financial institutions, it enhanced its analy-

and the Basel Committee on Banking

sis function in regard to the management

Supervision(BCBS). Through its member-

status of non-bank financial institutions

ship in these financial stability-related

sector by sector. It also newly built a market

international consultation bodies, it laid the

risk measuring system to gauge the risk of

ground for Korea’s position to be reflected in

not only bonds and stocks but also of for-

the enactment or revision of financial-stabili-

eign exchange and derivatives. It furthered

ty related global standards. In September, it

the accuracy and predictability of its

revised the MOUs on information sharing

appraisal of financial stability by, for exam-

and joint examination with a view to

ple, expanding the credit rating DB for the

expanding information sharing with other

household and corporate sectors and using

financial stability-related institutions, includ-

safety and efficiency of Korean payment

ry organizations, and to improving the prac-

and settlement systems. Also it joined the

tice of joint examinations with the FSS

BIS Committee on Payment and Settlement

under the current「Bank of Korea Act」
.

Systems(CPSS) which sets global standards

ANNUALREPORT

ing the government and financial superviso-

III
TheBankofKorea’sConduct
ofItsBusiness

for payment and settlement systems.
In April and again in November, meanwhile, it published「Financial Stability

The Bank of Korea brought into opera-

Report」, which identifies and analyzes

tion from April BOK-Wire+, which adds a

potential risks within the financial system

hybrid settlement function, designed to

and provides a comprehensive appraisal of

save the settlement liquidity of its partici-

the status of financial stability. In

pants considerably, to the real time gross

November, notably, it intensively analyzed

settlement(RTGS) of the previous BOK-

the soundness of the foreign exchange and

Wire. In June, it directly connected the

management stability of non-bank financial

server of BOK-Wire+ and the servers of

companies that were exhibiting structural

financial institutions to enable the straight

fragility in the aftermath of the global

through processing(STP) of funds transfer

financial crisis and presented policy recom-

business among participants, helping them

mendations designed to enhance the stabili-

reduce their operational burden and risk.

ty of the financial system.
As banks brought forward their business
Payment and Settlement Business

opening time in April, it advanced the business commencement hour of BOK-Wire+

The Bank of Korea facilitated the seam-

to 9:00 a.m. from 9:30 a.m. In December,

less operation of the payment and settle-

to reduce operational risk arising from

ment systems by inter alia putting in place

small-scale financial institutions’ participa-

net settlement risk management measures

tion in BOK-Wire+, it strengthened the

in preparation for financial investment

membership requirements for joining

companies’ participation in retail payment

BOK-Wire+ by making an upward adjust-

systems and by the trouble-free operation

ment of the minimum use criterion from 20

of the new BOK-Wire system(BOK-

transactions a month to 50 transactions and

Wire+), which significantly improved the

by newly introducing guidelines on staff

33

handling settlement operations exclusively.

Depository, prepared a reform plan in

It also set up an indirect participation

November to upgrade securities settlement

scheme to allow institutions unable to meet

systems with a view to its implementation in

the direct participation criteria to transfer

July 2011. Major details of the plan include

large value funds through members of

the improvement of securities settlement

BOK-Wire+. Along with this, it reformed

procedures to ease delays in settlement, the

the system of user fees borne by partici-

introduction of CNS(continuous net settle-

pants so as to bring in monthly fixed fees

ment) for listed stocks, and the Bank of

with lowered charges for each payment. To

Korea’s provision of the intra-day liquidity

spread out the bunching of settlements after

necessary for the settlement of government

16:00, it brought off-peak pricing time

bonds. Also in November, together with

from before 16:30 to before 16:00.

Korea Securities Depository, it improved the
procedure for the redemption of principal

In preparation for financial investment

and interest on Monetary Stabilization

companies’ participation in the retail pay-

Bonds(MSBs) and Treasury bonds.

ment systems, in February it revised the

Previously, banks had been exposed to the

「Regulation on Operation and Management

risk of a sudden surge in the net debit cap uti-

of the Payment System」
. Under the revised

lization rate in the event of the transfer of

regulation, a basis was established for car-

very large amount of funds through the retail

rying out net settlement agency business

payment system. The risk was reduced by

and the relevant net settlement risk man-

changing the method of transferring funds

agement systems were arranged. Based on

on the redemption of mature MSBs and

this, financial investment companies started

Treasury bonds from transfer between com-

to offer funds transfer services from July

mercial banks to transfer across current

and 24 financial investment companies

accounts with the Bank of Korea.

were participating in the retail payment system as of the end of 2009.

In addition, it conducted regular and
biennial assessments of six important set-
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In a bid to enhance the stability of securi-

tlement systems operated by Korea

ties settlement, the Bank of Korea, jointly

Financial Telecommunications and Clear

with Korea Exchange and Korea Securities

-ings Institute(Check Clearing System,

tlement risk management and advanced

Electronic Banking System) and Korea

oversight techniques.
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Interbank Funds Transfer System,

Exchange(KOSPI, KOSDAQ, and Deriva

III

In 2009, the average daily volume and

-tives Market Settlement System).

TheBankofKorea’sConduct
ofItsBusiness

value of settlements through BOK-Wire+
The Bank of Korea in July joined the

were 10,835 transactions and 181 trillion

Committee on Payment and Settlement

won, respectively, representing increases

Systems(CPSS) of the BIS. Accordingly, it

of 6.2 percent and 4.8 percent from the

can now participate directly in the process

previous year. As of the end of 2009, the

of the establishment or revision of interna-

number of financial institutions participat-

tional standards related to payments and

ing in BOK-Wire+ reached 129, including

settlements and rapidly gather information

53 banks.

related to international best practice in set-

< Table Ⅲ - 2 >

Settlement through BOK-Wire+1)
Unit : number, billion won, %

2008(A)

2009(B)

change(B-A)

%change

<Volume>
Domestic Currency Funds Transfer
(Gross Settlement)
(Net Settlement)
Treasury Funds Receipt and Payment

9,318

(91.3)

9,903 (91.4)

585

6.3

8,878

(87.0)

9,466 (87.4)

588

6.6

440

(4.3)

437

(4.0)

-4

-0.8

836

(8.2)

875

(8.1)

38

4.6

BOK Loans

22

(0.2)

24

(0.2)

2

8.7

Government and Public Bonds

26

(0.3)

33

(0.3)

7

27.4

10,835 (100.0)

632

6.2

(-)

0

0.0

Total
Foreign Exchange Funds Transfer

10,202 (100.0)
9

(-)

9

163,507

(94.6)

167,518 (92.5)

4,011

2.5

147,577

(85.4)

149,221 (82.4)

1,644

1.1

15,930

(9.2)

18,297 (10.1)

2,367

14.9

3,703

(2.1)

3,560

(2.0)

-144

-3.9

652

(0.4)

947

(0.5)

295

45.3

4,936

(2.9)

8,983

(5.0)

4,047

82.0

181,008 (100.0)

8,210

4.8

56

21.6

<Value>
Domestic Currency Funds Transfer
(Gross Settlement)
(Net Settlement)
Treasury Funds Receipt and Payment
BOK Loans
Government and Public Bonds
Total
Foreign Exchange Funds Transfers
(million U.S. dollars)

172,798 (100.0)
259

(-)

315

(-)

Note : 1) On a daily average basis. The figures in parenthesis are percentage shares in total.
Source : BOK
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2. Currency Issue

issuance amounted to 35,296.6 billion won
and 28,708.7 billion won was collected,

During the course of the year under

resulting in net issuance of 6,587.9 billion

review, the Bank of Korea conducted cur-

won. Consequently, as of the end of 2009, the

rency issue business with a focus on main-

total volume of currency in circulation regis-

taining the supply of currency at an opti-

tered 37,346.2 billion won, an increase of

mum level and keeping the quality of cur-

21.4 percent over the previous year-end. This

rency in circulation at an appropriate level

was attributable to increased demand for cur-

to meet seamlessly the market’s demand

rency by the private sector in the wake of the

for currency. Especially as the scale of the

new issuance of 50,000-won banknotes,

economy has continually expanded since

which replaced some cashier’s checks carry-

1973 when 10,000-won banknotes were

ing fixed amount. Looking at the types of

issued and the average transaction unit has

currency issued, there was a net increase of

become larger, 50,000-won banknotes were

22.5 percent over the previous year-end in

issued on June 23, the introduction of the

the issue of banknotes in value terms, led by

new highest denomination note for the first

the 50,000-won banknote and showing faster

time in 36 years, to promote public conve-

growth rate than the previous year. The rate

nience in currency use.

of increase of the issue of coins, meanwhile,
stood at 4.8 percent in value terms, a similar

For the year as a whole, in terms of the

level to the previous year.

issue and withdrawal of currency, total
< Table Ⅲ - 3 >

Banknotes and Coins Issued by Denomination1)
Unit : billion won, %

2008
outstanding
Banknotes
50,000won

28,915.2 (5.0)
-

2009

2009

issuance(A) redemption(B) net issuance(A-B)

outstanding

35,189.0

28,689.6

6,499.4

35,414.6 (22.5)

10,706.8

783.8

9,923.0

9,923.0 ( - )

10,000won

26,699.9 (5.5)

23,446.9

26,887.7

-3,440.8

23,259.2 (-12.9)

5,000won

1,033.3 (-2.3)

465.7

480.8

-15.1

1,018.2 (-1.5)

1,000won or less
Coins
Total

1,181.9 (0.5)

569.7

537.3

32.4

1,214.2 (2.7)

1,843.1 (3.5)

107.6

19.1

88.5

1,931.6 (4.8)

30,758.3 (4.9)

35,296.6

28,708.7

6,587.9

37,346.2 (21.4)

Note : 1) The figures in parenthesis refer to percentage changes compared with the end of previous year.
Source : BOK
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currency in circulation, banknotes made up

won note and 1,000-won note also fell by

95.1 percent by value and coins accounted

0.7 of a percentage point and 0.6 of a per-

for the remaining 4.9 percent. Among these

centage point respectively. In terms of the

banknotes, the 50,000-won note accounted

number of currency units, banknotes

for 26.7 percent of the total value of curren-

accounted for 17.3 percent of the total and

cy in circulation and the 10,000-won note

coins for 82.7 percent. Among banknotes,

made up 62.5 percent. It was followed by

the 10,000-won note made up 10.2 percent

the 1,000-won note, with a 3.2 percent

of total units of currency in circulation, still

share of the value of currency in circula-

the highest proportion among notes.

tion, and the 5,000-won note with a 2.7 per-

Among coins, the 100-won coin represent-

cent share. Owing to the issuance of the

ed 33.5 percent of the units of currency in

50,000-won note, the share of the 10,000-

circulation, the highest proportion, and the

won note narrowed by 24.6 percentage

10-won coin accounted for 29.6 percent of

points, significantly easing the concentration

the total.
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10,000-won note. The shares of the 5,000-
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Looking at the denomination structure of

within the denomination structure on the
< Table Ⅲ - 4 > Percentage Shares in Total Banknotes and Coins by Denomination1)
Unit : %, %p

2008(A)

2009(B)

change(B-A)

Value

Number

Value

Number

Value

Number

94.3

18.2

95.1

17.3

0.8

-0.9

50,000won

-

-

26.7

0.9

26.7

0.9

10,000won

87.1

12.0

62.5

10.2

-24.6

-1.8

5,000won

3.4

0.9

2.7

0.9

-0.7

0.0

1,000won

3.8

5.3

3.2

5.3

-0.6

0.0

5.7

81.8

4.9

82.7

-0.8

0.9

Banknotes

Coins
500won

2.8

7.7

2.4

8.0

-0.4

0.3

100won

2.4

32.9

2.0

33.5

-0.4

0.6

50won

0.3

8.2

0.3

8.2

0.0

0.0

10won

0.2

29.5

0.2

29.6

0.0

0.1

5won

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.9

0.0

-0.1

1won

0.0

2.5

0.0

2.5

0.0

0.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

-

-

Total

Note : 1) Excludes banknotes with a face value of 500 won or less and commemorative coins
Source : BOK
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Orders placed by the Bank of Korea with

39.4 percent from the previous year’s 2.59

the Korea Minting and Security Printing

billion banknotes. The volume of currency

Corporation during 2009 on the basis of

manufactured decreased owing to the reduc-

value came to 22,936.0 billion won, a 88.3

tion in the volume related to the 10,000-won

percent increase from the previous year.

banknote and coins, influenced respectively

Among this, the face value of the 50,000-

by the introduction of the 50,000-won note

won notes manufactured came to 22 trillion

and expanded scale of currency stocks in

won, accounting for 95.9 percent of the

preparation for issue at the end of the previ-

total. On a volume basis, however, 1.57 bil-

ous year.

lion banknotes were received, a decrease of
Production of Banknotes and Coins1)

< Table Ⅲ - 5 >

Unit : billion won, millions, %

Value
2008
Banknotes

Number
2009

2008

2009

12,070.0 (-23.0)

22,890.0 (89.6)

1,710.0(-14.5)

990.0 (-42.1)

2)

113.3 (78.1)

46.0(-59.4)

880.1 (54.4)

580.1 (-34.1)

Total

12,183.3 (-22.6)

22,936.0 (88.3)

Coins

2,590.1

(0.8)

1,570.1 (-39.4)

Notes : 1) The figures in parenthesis refer to percentage changes compared with the previous year.
Notes : 2) Excludes commemorative coins
Source : BOK

Meanwhile, the share of new banknotes

knotes, new 5,000-won notes, and new

issued in 2006 and in 2007 in the total of

1,000-won notes accounted for 93.3 percent,

these denominations in circulation reached

83.6 percent and 79.5 percent, respectively,

92.2 percent as of the end of 2009, account-

of the totals of each denomination in circula-

ing for most of the banknotes in circulation.

tion, all of them showing a slight rise from

By denomination, new 10,000-won ban-

the end of the previous year.

Percentage Shares in Issuance of New Banknotes

< Table Ⅲ - 6 >

Unit : %

2008

2009

end of Jun.

end of Dec.

end of Jun.

end of Dec.

1)

88.3

92.0

92.9

93.3

2)

80.5

82.3

83.0

83.6

1)

1,000 won

73.7

76.7

78.2

79.5

Total

83.5

87.1

91.9

92.2

10,000 won

5,000 won

Notes : 1) Issued from January 22, 2007Notes : 2) Issued from January 2, 2006
Source : BOK
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tures, the number of counterfeit notes detect-

knote circulation consisting of new ban-

ed came to 12,252, decreasing for the third

knotes incorporating enhanced security fea-

consecutive year.
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With the increasing proportion of ban-
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Counterfeit Banknotes Detected

< Table Ⅲ - 7 >

unit : number, %

2006

2007

2008(A)

2009(B)

change(B-A)

21,939

15,678

15,448

12,252

-3,196

-20.7

50,000won

-

-

-

16

16

-

10,000won

13,624

8,438

5,825

4,452

-1,373

-23.6

5,000won

7,387

6,631

9,251

7,614

-1,637

-17.7

1,000won

928

609

372

170

-202

-54.3

Total

% change

Source : BOK

Meanwhile, as the third piece in a series

theme, it issued 51,000 ‘Tug of war of

of coins featuring Korean culture that take

Yeongsan’commemorative coins on

traditional Korean folk games as their

October 16.

< Chart Ⅲ - 1 >

New Commemorative Coin for Traditional Folk Game,
‘Tug of war of Yeongsan’
Design

Obverse

Character

Reverse
Diameter : 33㎜
Weight : 19g
Material : Silver 99.9%

Source : BOK
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3. Foreign Exchange and Reserve
Management

information on foreign debt and foreign
reserves to domestic and foreign news
media, and requesting them to correct fac-

Foreign Exchange Business

tual errors . Along with this, during the
January-February period it utilized the

The Bank of Korea exerted all-out

proceeds of currency swap transactions

efforts for the stability of the foreign

with the U.S. Federal Reserve system to

exchange and the foreign currency funds

supply an additional six billion dollars in

markets, responding promptly and flexi-

foreign currency loans and 150 million

bly to the rapidly changing conditions at

dollars in loans against export bills to for-

home and aborad, including the recur-

eign exchange banks that were still hav-

rence of financial unrest in Eastern Europe

ing difficulties in external foreign-curren-

and a dramatic improvement in the condi-

cy fundraising. In preparation for a possi-

tion of foreign exchange demand and sup-

ble recurrence of the crisis in the future, it

ply in line with the sustained current

negotiated an extension of the maturities

account surplus.

of the currency swap contracts with central
banks of certain major countries that had

40

Early in the year, the foreign exchange

played a key role as a backstop against the

market was severely jolted with the

global financial market unrest since

exchange rate surging upon the spread of a

Lehman Brothers’ collapse. The maturity

baseless unease about the Korean econo-

of the currency swap facility with the

my, including a ‘Rumor of March crisis’

Federal Reserve, originally agreed at the

coming on top of the renewed global finan-

end of October 2008, was extended on

cial market unrest aroused in part by con-

two occasions in Feburary and June from

cerns of a possible debt default by some

the initial April 30, 2009 to February 1,

East European countries. Accordingly, the

2010. The maturity of an amount eguiva-

Bank of Korea sought to prevent at an

lent to 20 billion dollars won/yen curren-

early stage the emergence of factors with

cy swap contract with the Bank of Japan

the potential to throw the foreign exchange

was similarly extended on two occasions

market into turmoil by closely checking

in March and October, bringing it from the

trends in domestic and foreign financial

initial expiration date of April 30, 2009 to

markets, offering accurate statistics and

February 1, 2010.

Counterparty
FRB

ANNUALREPORT

< Table Ⅲ - 8 >

Details of Swap Facilities with FRB, PBC, BOJ
Announcement
2008.10.30

Expiry date

Currency

2010.2.1

30 billion U.S. dollars

won/U.S.dollar
won/yuan
won/yen

PBC

2008.12.12

2012.4.19

180 billion yuan
(38 trillion won)

BOJ

2008.12.12

2010.2.12)

amount equivalent to
20 billion U.S.dollars
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Amount

1)

Notes : 1) It was originally effective until the end of April 2009. However, this measure was extended on February
4 until the end of October 2009 and again extended on June 26 until the end of January 2010.
Notes : 2) It was originally effective until the end of April 2009. However, this measure was extended on March
31 until the end of October 2009 and again extended on October 16 until the end of January 2010.
Source : BOK

From mid-March, the foreign currency

gradually reduced. As of December 17, it

demand and supply conjuncture quickly

had withdrawn the entire amount of the

became much better in an improved envi-

additionally supplied foreign currency liq-

ronment for foreign fundraising by certain

uidity. In the course of this, foreign

domestic financial institutions and enter-

exchange banks’ foreign currency fundrais-

prises amid the easing of the global finan-

ing capacity was developed and the foreign

cial market unrest with a massive influx of

exchange reserves built up steadily, recov-

foreigners’ stock investment funds flowed

ering to their level before the Lehman

into the country and a sustained large cur-

Brothers’ bankruptcy at the end of August

rent account surplus. In this context, the

and reaching their highest ever level at the

Bank of Korea, in keeping with the foreign

year-end.

currency fundraising situation, gradually
withdrew the foreign currency liquidity that

Meanwhile, the Bank of Korea partic-

it had expanded and supported. The out-

ipated in joint examinations with the

standing balance of the foreign currency

Financial Supervisory Service of seven

liquidity it had channelled to foreign

local branches of major Korean and foreign

exchange banks since October 2008, just

banks in October to check the status of for-

after the Lehman bankruptcy, drawing

eign currency fundraising and use.

upon the foreign exchange reserves and its
currency swap line with the Federal
Reserve reached its highest figure of 26.77
billion dollars in February 2009, but was
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< Table Ⅲ - 9 >

Status of the Bank of Korea’
s Supply and Withdrawal of Foreign Currency
Liquidity since the Bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers
Unit : 100 million U.S. dollars

Supply

Method

Final timing of withdrawal

Maximum amount

Period

Competition bidding-style swap transactions

102.7

Oct. 2008~Dec.

Aug. 2009

Foreign currency loans funded by currency swap
with Federal Reserve

163.5

Dec. 2008~Jan. 2009

Dec. 2009

1.5

Dec. 2008~Feb. 2009

Jul. 2009

Loans collateralized by export bills
Total

267.7

Source : BOK

Pension Fund, and an increase in the trans-

Reserve Management

lation value in U.S. dollars of assets
As of the end of 2009, the nation’s foreign exchange reserves stood at 270 billion

denominated in other foreign currencies in
the wake of the strength of the Euro.

dollars, having increased by 68.8 billion
dollars since the previous year-end. This

Looking at the components of the foreign

was attributable to the Bank of Korea’s

exchange reserves, foreign exchange in the

withdrawal of the entire amount of foreign

form of deposits and securities increased by

currency liquidity it had supplied through

64.7 billion dollars from the previous year-

swap transactions with financial institutions

end. Meanwhile, there were increases of

to stabilize the foreign exchange market

400 million dollars in the country’s IMF

and the foreign currency fund market, its

position and 3.6 billion dollars in SDRs, but

collection at maturity of funds from its cur-

very little change in holdings of gold.

rency swap transactions with the National

< Table Ⅲ - 10 >

Changes in Foreign Exchange Reserves
Unit : million U.S. dollars

Foreign exchange reserves
Foreign exchange
Reserve position in IMF

2009(B)

change(B-A)

201,223

269,995

68,771

200,479

265,202

64,723

583

982

399

Gold

76

79

3

SDRs

86

3,732

3,646

Source : BOK
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2008(A)

exchange reserves with the aim of securing

age points to stand at 14.1 percent and that

their safety and liquidity during 2009 as the

of liquidity tranche by 3.9 percentage

global financial market unrest reemerged

points to 1.9 percent. The fall in the share

owing to worries over the deepening of the

of externally managed tranche was ascrib-

global economic slowdown early in the

able to the fact that no further assets were

year and the increased sovereign risk of

entrusted during 2009.
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asset managers decreased by 4.0 percent-
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The Bank of Korea managed the foreign

certain Eastern Europe. To respond effectively in the event of emergency demand

In terms of currency composition, assets

for foreign currency liquidity in the domes-

were allocated among major currencies

tic foreign exchange market, it maintained

including the U.S. dollar, the Euro, the

the volume of liquid assets invested in U.S.

Japanese yen and the British pound, in

dollar deposits and money market instru-

order to hedge the foreign exchange risk of

ments at a level higher than that under nor-

the foreign exchange reserves. As of the

mal circumstances, while taking care in its

end of 2009, the share of U.S. dollar

operation of income- earning assets to

denominated assets in the foreign-

secure their liquidity at the same time.

exchange reserves stood at 63.1 percent,

However, the investment environment

down 1.4 percentage points from the end of

improved as Korea’s foreign exchange

the previous year. This figure is slightly

holdings shifted to a marked upward trend

higher than the share of U.S. dollars in the

amid the easing of financial unrest at home

world’s total foreign exchange reserves

and abroad. As a result, it modified its

(IMF basis), which stands at 62.1 percent.

investment strategy in such a way as to

(as of the end of 2009)

reduce the volume of highly liquid assets
and bolster profitability.

By asset class, the share of bonds issued
by governments and government agencies

Viewing the composition of assets as of

increased by 6.3 percentage points from the

the end of 2009, the share of investment

end of the previous year to 38.1 percent.

tranche rose by 7.9 percentage points from

This was attributable to the repurchase of

the end of the previous year to 84.0 percent,

government bonds where as the Bank of

while that of assets entrusted to external

Korea had sold them in large trades to sup-
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ply foreign currency liquidity to the domes-

by 1.8 percentage points from the end of

tic foreign exchange market in 2008. On

the previous year to 15.1 percent with

the other hand, the share of bonds issued by

replacement purchases being concentrated

government and government agencies and

on Treasury bonds and major countries’

asset-backed securities stood at 22.3 per-

government-guaranteed financial deben-

cent and 17.4 percent, respectively, keeping

tures . The share of stock holdings dropped

a similar level to that the end of the previ-

slightly.

ous year. The share of corporate bonds fell
Percentage Shares in Foreign Assets

< Table Ⅲ - 11 >

(As of the year end)

1. By Purpose

Liquidity tranche
Investment tranche

2. By Currency

3. By Asset Class

Unit : %, %p

2007

2008(A)

2009(B)

change(B-A)

3.9

5.8

1.9

-3.9

84.5

76.1

84.0

7.9

External management tranche 11.6

18.1

14.1

-4.0

U.S. dollars

64.6

64.5

63.1

-1.4

Others

35.4

35.5

36.9

1.4

7.4

8.4

4.0

-4.4

Government Bonds

35.5

31.8

38.1

6.3

Agency Bonds

28.8

22.4

22.3

-0.1

Corporate Bonds

15.4

16.9

15.1

-1.8

ABS

11.6

17.0

17.4

0.4

1.3

3.5

3.1

-0.4

100.0

100.0

100.0

Deposits
Securities

Stocks1)
Total

-

Note : 1) Share of stock investment in assets entrusted to KIC
Source : BOK
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The Bank of Korea strengthened risk

techniques. It also suspended transactions

management based on its experience and

with some trading institutions whose credit

lessons from the global financial crisis.

ratings had been lowered. Reflecting the

Considering the heightened risk in global

increased need to take tail risk into account,

financial markets, it stepped up its monitor-

it introduced a new asset distribution

ing of individual investment products and

model that looks at value at risk and lower

trading counterparts, and developed or uti-

partial moment, along with volatillity, the

lized various credit analysis indicators and

traditional risk indicator.

ed to external management, it improved the

scribed a further 72.82 million dollars

procedure for selecting asset management

t o t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l D e v e l o p ment

companies in conformity with global best

Association(IDA), and 12.09 million

practice. It also strengthened incentives for

dollars to the Africa Development

best performing institutions by adjusting

Fund(AfDF). Besides this, it contributed

the volume entrusted based on their perfor-

28.33 million dollars to the Asian

mance. Along with this, it consistently sup-

Development Bank(ADB), 25 million dol-

plemented its in-house interest rate antici-

lars to the Inter-American Development

pation model and additionally built a back-

Bank(IDB), 13.5 million dollars to the

up system for the foreign currency asset

International Bank for Reconstruction and

management IT system in addition to the

Development(IBRD), 1.5 million dollars to

existing disaster rehabilitation system,

the Africa Development Bank(AfDB), 1.12

thereby further consolidating Business

million dollars to the International

Continuity Planning(BCP) .

Monetary Fund(IMF), and 20,000 dollars to
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low income developing countries, it sub-
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For effective operation of assets entrust-

the Common Fund for Commodities(CFC)
In July, it hosted a joint workshop
with the World Bank on the development

for technical assistance to low-income
developing countries.

of next-generation asset management IT
systems .

As an additional distribution of Special
Drawing Rights(SDR) was made for the

International Cooperation

first time since 1981, the Bank of Korea
received a total of 2.33 billion SDRs that

During 2009, the Bank of Korea

the IMF allotted to Korea in August. As a

involved itself energetically in interna-

result, Korea’s aggregate holdings of SDRs

tional cooperative activities. Firstly, it

rose sharply from 70 million SDRs to 2.4

additionally contributed or subscribed a

billion SDRs. In the meantime, the Bank of

total amount equivalent to 150 million

Korea concluded a「SDR exchange trans-

dollars to international financial agencies

action agreement」with the IMF at the lat-

of which Korea is a member. To support

ter’s request. Under the terms of the agree-

the social and economic development of

ment, if there is an IMF request for friction
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-free SDR trades, the Bank of Korea will

ment in the Chiang Mai Initiative multilater-

participate in the IMF-brokered SDR

al discussions. Along with this, it continued

exchange transactions by receiving SDRs

to cooperate in the drive to foster regional

from an IMF member country wishing to

bond markets and improve the bond market

trade them within a preset limit and paying

infrastructure in the Asian region. It actively

in a convertible currency or vice versa.

participated in discussions related to the
Asian Bond Markets Initiative of

In order to encourage active financial

ASEAN+3, including establishment of the

diplomacy, it also participated enthusiasti-

Credit Guarantee and Investment

cally in the annual meetings of international

Facility(CGIF), and the operation of Asian

financial agencies including the IMF/World

Bond Fund-2 that was set up jointly in 2005

Bank Group, and the ADB. In particular, in

by the central banks of EMEAP member

close cooperation with the government, it

countries.

endeavored to bring about the incorporation
of Korea’s position in discussions on the

It also made energetic efforts to strength-

reform of Bretton Woods Organizations,

en the framework of cooperation with for-

including the structural reform of IMF quo-

eign central banks and central bank cooper-

tas and enhancement of the flexibility of

ation organizations. It played a dedicated

New Arrangements to Borrow(NAB).

role in the activities of organizations for

Korea also joined the Financial Stability

central bank cooperation including the

Forum(FSF), which was reorganized and

Bank for International Settlements(BIS),

expanded in March, enabling the Bank of

the Executives’ Meeting of East Asia and

Korea and the Financial Services Commiss

Pacific Central Banks(EMEAP) and South

-ion to take part in FSF-related meetings as

East Asian Central Banks(SEACEN). By

the nation’s representatives.

successfully holding a BOK-BIS joint
senior executive seminar and SEACEN
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The Bank of Korea also made efforts to

training courses, it further consolidated the

strengthen financial cooperation in the

framework of cooperation with its peers. In

Asian region. It helped build up a strength-

2009, notably, the Bank of Korea joined as

ened system of regional financial coopera-

a regular member of the three standing

tion through the achievement of an agree-

committees of the BIS, the Basel Committee

Committee on the Global Financial System

Cambodia and invited central bank offi-

(CGFS) and the Committee on Payment

cials from Nepal and Vietnam to and on the

and Settlement Systems(CPSS). By doing

job training course on duties connected

so, the Bank of Korea was able to partic-

with the international balance of payments

ipate directly in discussions about global

and the operation of foreign currency

standards for banking supervision and pay-

assets.
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al BOK officials to the Central Bank of
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on Banking Supervision(BCBS), the

ment and settlements systems, preparing a
foundation for Korea’s position to be

Besides this, the Bank of Korea held a

reflected appropriately in the process of

Central Banking Seminar for central bank

restructuring the global financial system in

officials of major countries and invited cen-

the wake of the financial crisis. As Korea

tral bank officials of developing and transi-

assumes the chair of the G-20 summit in

tion countries to the Central Banking Study

2010, the BIS Governors’ Meeting will be

Program, which is designed to transfer

held at the Bank of Korea in November

business know-how, thereby bolstering

2010 upon the approval of the BIS Board

exchanges and cooperative relations with

of Directors in connection with the G-20

foreign central banks.

Ministers/Gover-nors’ Conference. The
existing close relationships among the cen-

Meanwhile, with the holding of two G-

tral banks of three Northeast Asian coun-

20 summit meetings, the G-20 conference

tries(South Korea, China and Japan) were

has been upgraded to the highest level

maintained and cultivated through the hold-

forum for the global economic cooperation.

ing of regular meetings of their central bank

In addition, as Korea assumes its position as

governors and in of senior working level

the chair country of the 2010 G-20 meeting,

officials. In addition to this, its regular con-

the Bank of Korea greatly expanded its

sultative meetings with the Deutsche

organization related to the G-20. In an ini-

Bundesbank, held since 2007 to broaden

tial move, the Bank of Korea established in

the scope of cooperative interchange were

August「G-20 Affairs office」to take exclu-

continued. As part of the technological

sive charge of matters associated with the

assistance program for developing coun-

G-20 meeting. By way of this team, it has

tries, the Bank of Korea seconded addition-

identified the major issues discussed at the
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G-20 meeting and made preparations for
successfully carrying out its duties as chair,
including drawing up the agenda and
preparations for conference materials and
preparations for the event itself. To
exchange information and opinions about
central bank-related matters on the G-20
agenda with central banks of other member
countries, the Bank of Korea built the G-20
Central Bank Network made up of central
bank officials of G-20 member countries.
For seamless business cooperation between
G-7 and G-20, it also constructed a consultation channel with the Central Bank of
Canada, the chair country of the G-7.
Meanwhile, the Bank of Korea, in consultation with the government, selected the
construction of a global cooperation framework among G-20 member countries, the
consolidation of the recovery trend of the
global economy, and the building up of
post-crisis global economic management as
the main themes to be pursued in its role as
co-chairman of the 2010 meeting of G-20
Finance Ministers/Central Bank Governors.
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4. General Business
to 13,102.4 billion won as of the end of

Deposits and Credits
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2009, an increase of 4,996.2 billion won
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from the previous year-end.

The Bank of Korea’s outstanding loans
extended to financial institutions amounted

< Table Ⅲ - 12 >

Loans of the Bank of Korea1)
Unit : billion won

Outstanding

Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loans
2)

Special Loans

2008

2009

2008

2009

8,106.2

9,805.8

1,697.1

1,699.6

3,296.6

-

3,296.6

13,102.4

1,697.1

4,996.2

-

Total

Change

8,106.2

Notes
Note

: 1) Excludes loans to the government
: 2) Loans to the Korea Development Bank to support the recapitalization of financial institutions(March
31, 2009)
Source : BOK

The Bank of Korea’s deposits increased

nated deposits decreased by 17,543.7 bil-

by 29,982.2 billion won to 110,539.5 billion

lion won, but the translation value of for-

won as of the end of the year under review.

eign currency-denominated deposits

By type of deposit, Korean won-denomi-

increased by 47,525.9 billion won.

< Table Ⅲ - 13 >

Deposits with the Bank of Korea
Unit : billion won

Outstanding

Change

2008

2009

2008

52,578.8

35,035.2

21,718.0

Financial institutions

34,194.1

30,540.1

7,014.0

-3,654.0

Non-resident 1)

18,384.7

4,495.1

14,704.0

-13,889.7

27,978.4

75,504.3

-34,756.3

47,525.9

80,557.2

110,539.5

-13,038.3

29,982.2

Won Deposits

Foreign Currency Deposits
Total

2009
-17,543.7

Note : 1) Won deposits of international organizations, including the IMF
Source : BOK
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bursements of 460.3 billion won during the

Treasury Business

year, so that as of the end of 2009 the outDuring the year, Treasury including gov-

standing balance of the government’s cur-

ernment fund revenues amounted to

rent account with the Bank of Korea had

789,925.5 billion won and disbursements

decreased from its 5,280.7 billion won as of

to 790,385.8 billion won. Accordingly,

the end of 2008 to 4,820.4 billion won as of

there was a total deficit of revenue to dis-

the end of 2009.

< Table Ⅲ - 14 >

Revenues and Disbursements of the Government
Unit : billion won

2008

Government Current Account

2009

2009

Outstanding

Treasury
Revenue(A)

Treasury
Disbursement(B)

Change
(A-B)

Outstanding

5,280.7

789,925.5

790,385.8

-460.3

4,820.4

Source : BOK

Meanwhile, the number of financial

of Korea for the convenience of individual

institutions’ headquarters and branches

taxpayers, stood at 16,242 in all as of the

handling Treasury business as Treasury

end of the year under review, 40 more than

agencies which are designated by the Bank

the 16,202 at the previous year-end.

< Table Ⅲ - 15 >

Treasury Agencies
Unit : number

2008(A)

2009(B)

Change(B-A)

Treasury receipt agencies

7,385

7,312

-73

National funds receipt agencies

8,817

8,930

113

16,202

16,242

40

Total
Source : BOK

In the meantime, to heighten the conve-

Cooperatives, Credit Unions, and Savings

nience for the general public, the govern-

Banks from 2010. At present, people can

ment is pushing ahead with a plan to allow

receive such payments only through

people to receive Treasury funds or tax

deposit accounts with banks or post offices.

refunds through financial institutions for
small savers such as Community Credit
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In connection with loans to the govern-

approved by the National Assembly on tem-

credit to the government at 27,300 billion

porary borrowings by the government from

won, an increase of 7 trillion won from the

the central bank, the Bank of Korea after

previous year, and in May raised it by a fur-

obtaining approval from the Monetary

ther 5 trillion won to 32,300 billion won.

< Table Ⅲ - 16 >

III
TheBankofKorea’sConduct
ofItsBusiness

Policy Committee initially set the ceiling on
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ment, according to the upper limit duly

Ceilings on Loans to the Government
Unit : billion won

Ceilings on Temporary Loans

2008(A)

2009(B)

Change(B-A)

20,300.0

32,300.0

12,000.0

Source : BOK

Acording to this, the Bank of Korea

1,117.2 billion won were extended to the

extended loans amounting to 17 trillion won

Special Account for Grain Management and

and 4,800 billion won to the government’s

an amount of 1,117.2 billion won, represent-

consolidated account and Public Capital

ing all of the funds that had been extended to

Management Fund, respectively, during the

it in the previous year, was collected.

year, but collected all of the loans. Loans of

< Table Ⅲ - 17 >

Loans to the Government
Unit : billion won

2008
Outstanding

2009

2009

Loans(A)

Redemption(B)

Consolidated Account

0.0

17,000.0

17,000.0

0.0

0.0

Public Capital Management Fund

0.0

4,800.0

4,800.0

0.0

0.0

1,117.2

1,117.2

1,117.2

0.0

1,117.2

Special Account for Grain Management

Change(A-B)

Outstanding

Source : BOK

Securities Business

resulting in net issuance of 22,300 billion
won. Consequently as of the end of the

During the year under review, Monetary

year, the outstanding amount of MSBs

Stabilization Bonds(MSBs) to a total value

reached 149,237.2 billion won, 17.6 per-

of 375,460 billion won were issued while

cent more than at the previous year-end.

353,160 billion won worth were redeemed,
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< Table Ⅲ - 18 >

Issuance and Redemption of MSBs
Unit : billion won

2008

Monetary Stabilization Bonds

2009

2009

Outstanding

Issuance(A)

Redemption(B)

126,937.2

375,460.0

353,160.0

Net Issuance(A-B)
22,300.0

Outstanding
149,237.2

Source : BOK

Carrying out the issuance and redemp-

standing amount issued by 41,563 billion

tion of Treasury Bonds on behalf of the

won. Consequently as of the end of the

government, the Bank of Korea issued

year, the outstanding amount issued had

84,976 billion won worth of Treasury

increased by 17.4 percent from the previ-

bonds and redeemed 43,413 billion won

ous year-end to 280,853.3 billion won.

worth, resulting in an expansion of the out-

< Table Ⅲ - 19 >

Issuance and Redemption of Treasury Bonds
Unit : billion won

2008
Treasury Bonds

2009

2009

Outstanding

Issuance(A)1) Redemption(B)2) Net Issuance(A-B)

Outstanding

239,290.3

84,976.0

280,853.3

43,413.0

41,563.0

Notes : 1) Includes 5,515 billion won by issuance through the exchange of treasury bonds
Notes : 2) Includes 15,515 billion won by early redemption(Buy-back) and redemption through the exchange of treasury bonds
Source : BOK

Looking at the type of Treasury Bonds

lion won, respectively, accounting for 38.6

issued by maturity, Treasury Bonds with

percent and 36.5 percent of the amount

ten-year and five-year maturities amounted

issued and outstanding.

to 108,362.1 billion won and 102,649 bil< Table Ⅲ - 20 >

Outstanding Amount of Treasury Bonds by Maturity1)
Unit : billion won, %, %p

2007

2008(A)

2009(B)

Change(B-A)

46,290.0 (16.5)

19,623.0 (5.3)

3-year

34,106.0 (15.0)

26,667.0 (11.1)

5-year

98,780.0 (43.4)

101,173.0 (42.3)

102,649.0 (36.5)

1,476.0 (-5.7)

10-year

83,903.1 (36.9)

95,939.1 (40.1)

108,362.1 (38.6)

12,423.0 (-1.5)

20-year

10,584.2

15,511.2

Total

(4.7)

227,373.3 (100.0)

239,290.3 (100.0)

Note : 1) The figures in parenthesis are percentage shares.
Source : BOK
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(6.5)

23,552.2

(8.4)

8,041.0 (1.9)

280,853.3 (100.0)

41,563.0 (0.0)

Korea introduced a conversion offer system

General Account and the Foreign

for Treasury bonds to activate secondary

Exchange Stabilization Fund, 6,385.4 bil-

market trading of Treasuries by replacing

lion won was used for the purchase of

non-benchmarked off-the- run Treasury

provincial bonds, and 828.2 billion won

bonds , which have low liquidity, with

was used for the payment of principal and

benchmarked on- the- run issues that have a

interest on deposited funds.

III
TheBankofKorea’sConduct
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73,935.6 billion won was operated with the
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In May 2009, meanwhile, the Bank of

high degree of liquidity. In September, it
changed the interest rate decision method

Meanwhile, the Public Capital

to augment the bid cover ratio of Treasury

Management Fund Financing Account, set

bonds by adding a conventional auction

up to manage lending and withdrawal of

feature to the existing dutch auction

funds necessary for improving national

method. Consequently, it applies a group-

welfare and supporting major industries,

differentiated bid rate to Treasury bonds

mobilized 6,914.7 billion won through

issued from September after grouping ten-

deposits and withdrawal of the principal

der rates below the highest bid rate at 0.03

and interest of loans. Of this amount,

percent intervals.

6,344.1 billion won was operated for the
payment of principal and interest of

Fund Management Business

deposited funds and 397.6 billion won was
used for the extension of loans. The Public

The Public Capital Management Fund,

Capital Management Fund Loan Account,

set up by the government to effectively

set up to manage the withdrawal and

manage the issuance and redemption of

redemption of financing loans introduced

Treasury bonds, raised 138,543.8 billion

under public loan agreements, mobilized

won during the year through the issuance of

1,484.3 billion won through withdrawal of

Treasury bonds, withdrawals of principal

relending facilities and redeemed 1,099.3

and interest of deposits, and placements

billion won in financing loans.

from other funds. Of this amount, 57,319.7
billion won was used for the redemption of

The Public Funds Redemption Fund,

principal and interest on Treasury bonds,

which was set up for the friction-free reso-
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lution of the liabilities of the Deposit

Firstly, with respect to on-site economic

Issuance Fund Bond Redemption Fund and

education, it carried out various educational

the Non-Performing Asset Resolution

programs for a wide range of educational

Fund for financial restructuring, raised a

target groups, including economic lectures

total of 10,894.2 billion won, of which

for youths, the Economic Camp for stu-

8,746 billion won was from the issue of

dents, Friday lectures for the general pub-

Treasury bonds and 2,064.8 billion won

lic, and job training courses for teachers in

represented a transfer from the General

charge of social studies/economics. A total

Account. An amounts of 10,886.8 billion

of 271,000 people received education at

won of the resources was used for the pay-

2,706 events. In particular, the Bank of

ment of principal and interest on the deposit

Korea actively expanded economic educa-

of the Treasury Bond Issue Account.

tion for the disadvantaged, including North
Korean refugees, disabled persons and chil-

Apart from this, the Bounty Fund on

dren in regional children centers, who have

Farmers’and Fishermen’s Property

fewer opportunities to receive economic

Formation Deposits raised 156.1 billion

education. Besides this, in the Monetary

won, including contributions of 65 bil-

Policy Contest that the Bank of Korea holds

lion won from the government and 53.3

for university students nationwide to

billion won from the Bank of Korea. An

enhance their interest and understanding of

amount of 129 billion won was utilized

the financial economy, 74 teams from 55

for the payment of legal premiums.

universities took part, making it a great success.

Economic Education for the General Public
In the meantime, to help children and
youths study economics systematically by
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The Bank of Korea actively pursued

making use of various educational materi-

economic education throughout the year

als without any restrictions as to time or

centering on field education, online educa-

place, the Bank of Korea committed its

tion, education using the Bank of Korea

efforts to the active operation of「BOK

Museum, and the development of educa-

Economic Education Website」
. While con-

tional materials.

tinuously developing the contents of the

designated 19 schools across the country,

during the year. Along with this, an eco-

recorded as making extensive utilization of

nomic cartoon,「Rookie Catches up with

the website, as「cyber economic education

the National Economy」
, was published to

model schools」
, providing them with vari-

help youths acquire an interest in the econ-

ous measures of support. Encouraged by

omy and study more readily.
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tors to the homepage came to 5.01 million
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website, it held a variety of events. It also

such diversified efforts, the number of visi< Table Ⅲ - 21 >

Economic Education Performance
Unit : times, persons

2008

Youths(A)

Lectures

Participants

Change

Events

Participants

Events

Participants

2,035

227,209

1,854

192,150

-181

-35,059

91,319

1,077

76,192

-114

-15,127

Middle

386

72,087

405

75,970

19

3,883

High

334

58,907

264

36,100

-70

-22,807

Others
Subtotal

Special Program

Events

1,191

Elementary

Economics Camp
Traning for Teachers
Subtotal

94

3,781

77

2,795

-17

-986

2,005

226,094

1,823

191,057

-182

-35,037

23

846

22

737

-1

-109

7

269

9

356

2

87

30

1,115

31

1,093

1

-22

879

86,164

852

79,000

-27

-7,164

University

181

13,367

148

9,990

-33

-3,377

Military

204

33,414

164

25,130

-40

-8,284

General(B)

Lectures

2009

Public Officials

122

7,114

118

7,617

-4

503

Disadvantages1)

107

8,714

171

9,807

64

1,093

Others2)

265

23,555

251

26,456

-14

2,901

2,914

313,373

2,706

271,150

-208

-42,223

Total(A+B)

Notes : 1) Retirees, refugees, disabled, international marriage migrants, etc.
Notes : 2) Mixed participants of the general public including university students and office workers
Source : BOK

To enhanced overseas public informa-

English and narrowed the time difference

tion regarding Korea’s economic situation

between putting up the English and the

and the Bank of Korea’s major policies, the

Korean versions through the improvement

Bank of Korea greatly expanded the range

of method of posting.

of materials posted on its website in
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In a further move, the Bank of Korea
reorganized the exhibition gallery of
「Money and the National Economy」and
the Information Hall of the Bank of Korea
Museum to enhance the effects of economic education and make visitors’ experience
more convenient. It also staged speciallydesigned exhibitions on two occasions during the year to heighten understanding and
interest among the general public about
currency and finance. It also arranged various educational and cultural programs,
including invitation for the underprivileged, children museum class, lectures on
currency culture and weekend economic
lectures, responding actively to visitors’
cultural requests. As a result, the number of
visitors to the museum came to 196,000 in
2009.

Meanwhile, the Bank of Korea held an
international conference titled ‘The
Discussion on the Credit Crisis and Its
Policy Implications’ in June, while hosting
another global conference on the topic of
‘Globalization and Optimal Monetary
Policy’ in September jointly with the Bank
of Canada.
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IV
ForeignExchangePolicyand
FinancialSystemManagement
oftheGovernment

IV
Foreign Exchange Policy and
Financial System Management
of the Government

1. Foreign Exchange Policy

The revision of the「Foreign Exchange
Transaction Regulation」was made with a

Improvement of Foreign Exchange

focus on the improved definition of terms

Transaction Law and Regulation

related to the capital market and the easing
of some of its provisions for users’ conve-

In keeping with the implementation

nience. More specifically, it dropped the

(Frebruary 4) of the revised「Foreign

requirement for the Bank of Korea’s confir-

Exchange Transaction Act」, which calls

mation procedures on the payment in viola-

for better consistency with the「Financial

tion of regulations and integrated the vari-

Investment Services and capital Market

ous agencies for the report of imports and

Act」and the introduction of cash-based

exports such as that of the means for the

sanctions, including fines and penalties, the

payment into the Customs Service. It also

government revised its enforcement decree

exempted residents from the obligation of

and revised on two occasions the「Foreign

depositing the funds in a domestic account

Exchange Transaction Regulation」
, bring-

when borrowing overseas for the purpose

ing the respective revisions into force in

of the payment for current transactions or

February and September.

overseas direct investment. Meanwhile,
residents providing guarantees to bidding
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or import agencies related to overseas con-

Sustained Drive to Stabilize the Foreign

struction, service project and goods export-

Exchange maket

ing transactions were freed from the previus
reporting requirement. Similarly, obliga-

While allowing the exchange rate of the

tions of reporting on the payments to third

Korean won, in principle, to be decided in

parties were lifted where domestic oil

line with the interplay of demand and sup-

refineries, in the course of importing crude

ply in the foreign exchange market, the

oil, pay funds into the central bank of the

government and the Bank of Korea sought

exporting country in accordance with that

to smooth out abrupt fluctuations of the for-

country’s legislation and where domestic

eign exchange market arising from the

purchase agent companies make payment

global financial unrest.

of settlement funds in relation to transactions between non-residents.

As the possibility of a renewed global
financial crisis reemerged in mid-February

The revised provisions also allowed

owing to the global financial market unrest

non-residents and foreigners residing in

and deepening global economic downturn,

Korea to remit small amounts of less than

the government and the Bank of Korea

10,000 U.S. dollars or the equivalent with-

came up with policy measures for expand-

out providing specific evidence as to the

ing foreign currency liquidity and gradual-

source of the funds or designating a particu-

ly improved the relevant systems in readi-

lar bank, while exempting foreigners resid-

ness for the possibility of protracted global

ing in Korea who remit travel expenses of

financial market unrest. In March, the

less than 10,000 U.S. dollars from the

「 Standard Guideline concerning the

obligation of designating a foreign

Exchange Risk Management of Public

exchange transaction bank. To strengthen

Institutions」was revised to ease curbs on

the monitoring of offshore financing, how-

public institutions’ overseas borrowings.

ever, the reporting cycle for the borrowing

Through the revision of the「 Foreign

and redemption of such loans was short-

Exchange Transaction Regulation」, the

ened from once a year to every six months.

previous requirement of filing a report with
the National Tax Service was lifted in
regard to the remittance from overseas of
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foreign currency funds exceeding 10,000

names of foreign investors .

dollars for the purpose of making time
deposits at domestic banks . In April, dol-

IV

lar-denominated Foreign Exchange

ForeignExchangePolicyand
FinancialSystemManagement
oftheGovernment

Stabilization Fund Bonds to the value of
three billion dollars were issused in order to
expand the foreign exchange reserves. In
May, the government revised the「Special
Tax Treatment Control Act」to provide
non-residents with a favorable tax reduction or exemption when paying transfer tax
on the acquisition of unsold apartments or
paying income tax on dividend income for
funds that invested to purchase unsold
apartments. It also established the fund
exclusively for overseas Koreans and lowered withholding tax rate on dividend
income. Through the revision of the
「Income Tax Act」and the「Corporate Tax
Act」
, foreigners were exempted from paying tax on interest income and capital gains
arising from the investment in Treasury
bonds. To encourage more active investment by foreigners in Treasury bonds and
MSBs, under a revision of the「Foreign
Exchange Transaction Regulation」in
December, Korean-won denominated
funds transfers were allowed between the
omnibus accounts of international central
securities depositories such as Euro-Clear
and Korean won accounts held in the
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2. Financial System Management

subordinate legislation to facilitate the
seamless implementation of the「Capital

Realignment of Financial Legislation

Market and Financial Investment Business
Act(Capital Market Act, hereafter)」
, which

During 2009, the government undertook

came into effect on February 4, 2009.

an intensive drive to achieve an advanced
financial industry and strengthen financial

Strengthening of Competitiveness of the

safety mechanisms as the financial mar-

Financial Industry by the Simplification

kets, emerging from the global crisis, began

and Coordination of Financial Regulations

to regain stability step-by-step. To enhance
the competitiveness of the domestic bank-

For the expansion of bank capital and

ing industry, it eased regulations on the

the early privatization of state-owned

holding of bank stocks by industrial capital,

banks, the government deregulated indus-

privatized Korea Development Bank from

trial capital’s holding of bank stocks.

a perspective of redefining the roles of

Meanwhile, it widened financial institu-

state-run banks, and established Korea

tions’ business scope to heighten their

Finance Corporation. To bring stability to

autonomy.

the financial markets, it also established the
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Financial Stabilization Fund and the

First of all, through revision of the relat-

Restructuring Fund. Along with this, it

ed legislation, it eased regulations on the

exerted efforts to encourage microfinance

holding of stocks of banks and bank hold-

for the underprivileged and those in lower

ing companies by industrial capital and

income brackets by supporting the micro-

other firms concentrating on non-financial

credit project and to strengthen protection

businesses while strengthening the exami-

for financial service users through the revi-

nation and supervisory function in regard to

sion of the「Act on Registration of Credit

large shareholders of banks(「Banking

Businesses and the Protection of Finance

Act」
「Enforcement
,
Decree of the Banking

Users(Credit Business Act, hereinafter)」

Act」, and「Enforcement Decree of the

and the「Use and Protection of Credit

Financial Holding Company Act」
, imple-

Information Act(Credit Information Act,

mented on October 10, 2009, and「Finan-

hereinafter)」
. Meanwhile, it supplemented

cial Holding Company Act」
, implemented

holding of stocks of banks and bank hold-

business to the ancillary business scope of

ing companies by non-financial business

insurance companies. It also added a cash

oriented firms was adjusted upward from

flow method to the methods of calculating

4% of the total number of shares with vot-

insurance premiums in addition to the back

ing rights to 9%. Regulations on the hold-

end-loading system. Also it arranged a

ing of bank stocks by public pension funds

basis for entrusting the examination of the

and the standard of judgment of non-finan-

business activity of some insurance agents

cially oriented firms in relation to private

to insurance associations and insurance

equity funds(PEF) were eased, whereas the

agents’ associations, provided that they can

criteria for involvement in bank manage-

secure fairness and independence(
「Enforce-

ment were spelled out in detail for business

ment Decree of the Insurance Business

not concentrating in finance. The govern-

Act」, implemented on December 29,

ment encouraged the emergence of large-

2009). To expand insurance compa-

scale investment banks and insurance

nies’ autonomy in new product develop-

groups through the expansion of their scale

ment, it also eased regulations on death

and scope by way of a holding company

benefits and expected interest rates on pre-

structure and induced conglomerates to

miums(「Regulation on Supervision of

simplify and rationalize their complicated

Insurance Business」
, implemented on July

ownership structure. In contrast to bank

7, 2009).
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ness and discretionary investment advisory
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on December 1, 2009). The ceiling on the

holding companies, insurance holding
companies were allowed to have non-

Along with this, it included the handling

financial companies as their subsidiaries.

of debt exemption and rescheduling within

Similarly financial investment holding

credit card companies’ business field and

companies were permitted not only to own

upwardly adjusted the ceiling on settle-

non-financial companies but also to have a

ments(no CVM) not requiring identifica-

subsidiary financial investment company

tion from 30,000 won to 50,000 won.

own non-financial companies.

Within the business turf of credit-specialized companies, it included investment bro-

From the standpoint of easing regula-

kerage business involving collective invest-

tions, it added investment advisory busi-

ment securities under the「Capital Market
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Act」「
( Regulation on Supervision of

The business scope of the credit infor-

Credit-Specialized Finance Business」,

mation-related activities of credit informa-

implemented on February 12, 2009). For

tion companies was expanded by allowing

the more effective operation of Postal

them in principle to handle in-house the

Savings and Insurance funds, it allowed the

entire range of information businesses

use of deposits for the acquisition, disposal

(conversion to negative-list method),

and lease of real estate for business purpos-

including the credit reference, investiga-

es and the purchase and lending of securi-

tion, appraisal and debt collection fields

ties, and the operation of its premium

and by widening the objects of credit

reserve for lending to financial institutions

appraisal companies(「Credit Information

through fund brokerage companies and

Act」
, implemented on October 2, 2009). In

deposit with fiscal funds(「Act on Postal

a further move, the handling of business

Saving and Insurance」and「 Postal

involving educational loans and guarantees

Insurance Special Account Act」, imple-

was transferred from Korea Housing

mented respectively on April 22 and on July

Finance Corporation to Korea Student Aid

31, 2009). As an ancillary business, it

Foundation(「Establishment of Korea

allowed the mutual credit special account of

Student Aid Foundation Act」
, implement-

the National Agricultural Cooperative

ed on May 7, 2009).

Federation to handle securities lending and
securities transactions under repurchase

Privatization of Korea Development Bank

agreements(「 Enforcement Decree of

and Establishment of Korea Finance

National Agricultural Cooperative Federation

Corporation

Act」
, implemented on December 10, 2009).
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It also expanded the scope for the operation

With a view to redefining the role of

of the fund surplus of the Credit Guarantee

state-run banks, the government ,while pri-

Fund for Farmers and Fishermen to include

vatizing Korea Development Bank, also

the purchase of stocks, corporate bonds and

split up its operations and transferred some

securities(「Act on Credit Guarantees for

part of its assets to a newly- established

Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery

KDB Financial Holding Company and

Enterprisers」
, implemented on February 6,

Korea Finance Corporation in October

2009).

2009(
「Korea Development Bank Act」and

mented on June 1, 2009).
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「Korea Finance Corporation Act」
, imple-

expansion of social infrastructure, and the
fostering of industries promising new
growth momentum. It was also allowed
various methods of fund-raising including

al form of Korea Development Bank from

the issue of bonds and borrowings from

a state-run bank to a corporation so that it

government, the Bank of Korea and private

would be governed in principle by the

financial institutions, in addition to various

「Banking Act」. It also expanded its busi-

policy instruments including lending,

ness scope to that of a normal bank, prepar-

investment in securities and guarantees. At

ing the ground for it to compete with com-

the same time, Korea Finance Corporation

mercial banks. Meanwhile, it made it possi-

was barred from engaging in competition

ble for KDB to receive government pay-

with other financial institutions, thus forc-

ment guarantees within a certain ratio so as

ing it to concentrate on businesses that the

to avoid difficulties in raising foreign capi-

private sector cannot handle.
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First of all, it converted the organization-

tal in the course of privatization. KDB
Financial Holding Company was estab-

Strengthening of Financial Stabilization

lished as an umbrella organization for 11

Mechanism following the Global Financial

subsidiary and sub-subsidiary financial

Crisis

companies, including Korea Development
Bank, Daewoo Securities, KDB Capital,

To counter the impact of the global

and KDB Asset Management. A commit-

financial crisis and enhance banks’ capaci-

tee to monitor the progress of privatization

ty to support the real sector and absorb loss-

was set up within KDB Financial Holding

es, the government created the Bank

Company to expedite this process.

Recapitalization Fund, which was subscribed to by the Bank of Korea, Korea

Korea Finance Corporation was

Development Bank, the Credit Guarantee

endowed with a financial market stabiliza-

Fund and Korea Asset Management

tion function in addition to Korea

Corporation(「 Creation of the Bank

Development Bank’s policy finance func-

Recapitalization Fund and Operation

tions, which include on-lending assistance

Plan」
, February 25, 2009).

for SMEs, regional development, the
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Against the possibility of liquidity prob-

Stability Fund and Restructuring Fund

lems occurring at financial institutions owing

within the committee’s remit(
「Special Act

to a slump in the housing financing market,

on the Management of Public Funds」,

Korea Housing Finance Corporation was

implemented on July 28, 2009).

allowed to provide payment guarantees up to
70 times its own capital, enabling it to extend

Meanwhile, as mortgage lending rose

emergency liquidity assistance to financial

sharply, led by loans for the Greater Seoul

institutions through the securitization of

metropolitan area on the back of expecta-

bonds(
「Korea Housing Finance Corporation

tions of economic recovery, there were

Act」
, implemented on February 6, 2009).

growing worries about the possible weakening of households’ debt servicing capaci-

The government established the ‘Finan-

ty and financial system unrest. In this con-

cial Stability Fund’ at Korea Finance

text, through moral suasion directed at

Corporation to provide preemptive funding

banks and non-banks to bolster the risk

assistance to troubled financial institutions

management of their mortgage lending, the

that might otherwise fail(「Act on the

Financial Supervisory Service strengthened

Structural Improvement of the Financial

loan-to-value(LTV) ratios on mortgage

Industry」
, implemented on June 1, 2009).

lending in the entire Greater Seoul metro-

To support the acquisition and resolution of

politan area, except for those districts

financial institutions’ non-performing

already designated as speculation prone

assets and assist corporate restructuring, it

areas where these ratios already applied,

established the Restructuring Fund at

while expanding the application of the reg-

Korea Asset Management Corporation

ulation on the debt-to-income(DTI) ratio

「Act
(
on the Effective Disposal of Non-

from these speculation-prone areas(three

Performing Assets of Financial Institutions

wards in the highly sought-after Southbank

and the Establishment of Korea Asset

area of Seoul) to the entire Greater Seoul

Management Corporation」
, implemented

metropolitan conurbation.

on May 13, 2009). Along with this, it established the Committee for the Management
of Public Funds at the Financial Services
Commission and included the Financial
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other offices would be set uniformly
whether they remained in office or resigned
before sentence was pronounced. In regard

insured financial institutions, the govern-

to outside directors, having an important

ment introduced a cap and floor for the tar-

transactional relationship with the bank or

get in the target fund system that was

engaging in business competition were

implemented in January 2009 to help the

added to the reasons for disqualification.

IV
ForeignExchangePolicyand
FinancialSystemManagement
oftheGovernment

To alleviate the burden on deposit-

Deposit Insurance Fund manage losses on
the largest scale conceivable other than in a

To enhance banks’ foreign exchange

systemic crisis. Along with this, it request-

soundness, it revised foreign currency liq-

ed Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation to

uidity ratio regulations and established risk

introduce individually differentiated premi-

management guidelines for foreign

um rates within five years to encourage the

exchange derivatives(「Regulation on

sound management of insured financial

Supervision of Banking Business」
, imple-

institutions and sanction management laxi-

mented on December 31, 2009). To

ty(
「Depositor Protection Act」and「Enforce-

strengthen the supervision of derivatives, it

ment Decree of Depositor Protection Act」
,

was made obligatory to include without fail

implemented respectively on February 3

in the filing of securities reports details of

and June 9, 2009).

derivatives-linked securities packaged and
sold and of the structure and public announce-

As a means to secure the responsible

ment of derivatives funds(「Regulation on

management of financial institutions, it

Securities Issuance and Disclosure」
, imple-

increased the required qualifications for

mented on February 4, 2009).

bank executives and outside directors
「Regulation
(
on Supervision of Banking

To secure an appropriate degree of finan-

Business」
, implemented on December 31,

cial soundness on the part of insurance

2009). In the case of bank executives, to

companies and to enhance their risk man-

prevent them from shortening the length of

agement capabilities, it introduced a risk-

the disqualification period by resigning pre-

based payment capacity scheme classified

maturely ahead of expected penalization, it

separately by assets, products and compa-

ruled that their period of disqualification for

nies(「Insurance Business Supervisory
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Regulation」, implemented on March 23,

Meanwhile, as South Korea joined the

2009). To minimize their burden following

Financial Action Task Force(FATF) as a

the change of the system, however, it decid-

regular member on October 14, 2009, it

ed not to abolish the existing payment

became possible for Korean financial insti-

capacity system(4% of policy reserves) but

tutions to do business overseas without fil-

to keep it in operation alongside the new

ing explanatory materials concerning finan-

system for a further two years.

cial transparency.

Besides this, as accounting standards are
in the process of being integrated globally, a

Strengthening of Protection of Financial
Consumers

basis was prepared for the introduction of
International Financial Reporting Standards

The government redoubled its efforts to

(IFRS) to enable the global comparison of

protect consumers of credit business and

accounting information(「Act on External

credit card services and also individual

Audit of Stock Companies」
, implemented

credit delinquents, and to safeguard finan-

on February 3, 2009). Related regulations

cial consumers’ credit information.

were also amended to provide for the appli-
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cation of these guidelines to banks and

As a first step, to protect consumers of

insurance companies from 2011(
「Regula-

credit business services from unsound busi-

tion on Supervision of Banking Business」

ness practices, including unlawful debt col-

and「 Regulation on Supervision of

lection methods, it arranged various protec-

Insurance Business」, implemented on

tive instrumentalities, including the appli-

December 31, 2009). It was, however,

cation of a maximum ceiling of 30 percent

decided that the revised guidelines should

a year for unregistered lenders under the

apply only to Export-Import Bank of Korea

「Interest Restriction Act」and the criminal

and the banking services of the National

punishment of violators under the「Credit

Agricultural Cooperative Federation and the

Business Act」
, the prolongation of the sun-

National

Fisheries

set deadline of the maximum interest rate

Cooperatives from 2012 and 2014, respec-

under the「Credit Business Act」until

tively, considering that they are not subject to

December 31, 2013, the obligation that per-

external audit.

son conducting(or wishing to conduct)

Federation

of

and register it, regulations concerning com-

provision requirements against loans over-

pany names and advertisements of credit

due between one and three month, which

businesses, the requirement of a holograph-

were the object of such debt adjustment

ic description on a lending contract, and the

「Regulation
(
on Supervision of Banking

institution of obligatory training for credit

Business」
「Regulation
,
on Supervision of

business. The Credit Business Association

Insurance Business」,「 Regulation on

was also set up as a self-regulating body for

Supervision of Credit- Specialized

the industry(
「Credit Business Act」
, imple-

Financial Business」and「Regulation on

mented on April 22, 2009).

Supervision of Mutual Savings Bank

IV
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financial institutions’ burden by lowering
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credit brokerage should establish a business

Business」
, implemented on April 21, 2009).
Along with this, the government established a legal basis for the regulation of

It also revised credit information-related

unsound credit card business practices and

legislation in such a way as to strengthen

for its ordinance concerning their terms and

the protection of credit information of

conditions and it set out a detailed list of

financial consumers(「Credit Information

forbidden practices, including the payment

Act」
, implemented on October 2, 2009). It

of excessive incentives to executives and

increased financial consumers’ rights to

employees-in excess of 100/100 of the

control their own information not only by

annual membership fee(「Act on Credit-

mandating that financial institutions get

Specialized Financial Business」and

customers’ consent before concentrating

「Regulation on Supervision of Credit-

credit information to a credit bureau(CB)

Specialized Financial Business」, imple-

or making an inquiry about credit informa-

mented respectively on February 6 and

tion to one, but also by introducing a cus-

August 7, 2009). For credit delinquents, it

tomer’s right to withdraw consent for the

put in place a prior debt adjustment system

provision and use of credit information.

on April 13, 2009, whereby they can negoti-

Financial institutions, credit information

ate on debt adjustment with financial insti-

companies and credit appraisal companies

tutions before becoming classified as finan-

were directed to work out compliance pro-

cial debt defaulters(overdue more than 3

cedures to protect customers’ credit infor-

months), and correspondingly it eased

mation.
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Besides this, it made efforts to prevent

new technology developers’ efforts to raise

damage to the interests of insurance con-

funds easily through the capital market

sumers through clarification of the criteria

「Credit
(
Guarantee Fund Act」and「Korea

for the calculation of refunds on the cancel-

Technology Credit Guarantee Fund Act」,

lation of savings insurance and the preven-

implemented on May 7, 2009). In order to

tion of the duplicate purchase of medical

assist people in low credit brackets become

reimbursement insurance schemes(
「Regu-

self-supporting, it also added credit guaran-

lation on Supervision of Insurance

tee business for individuals to the establish-

Business」, implemented respectively on

ment purposes of the Korea Federation of

January 19 and July 7, 2009).

Credit Guarantee Foundations(「Regional
Credit Guarantee Foundation Act」
, imple-

Activation of Microfinance

mented on May 21, 2009). To help regional
credit guarantee foundations effectively

To activate petty loans for those in low

provide business support for SMEs, it

income and low-credit brackets who face

allowed the foundations to add small com-

difficulties in using financial services and

panies commissioned by the government,

strengthen their determination to become

local governments and public institutions to

self-supporting, the government expanded

the list of those eligible for support projects

and reoriented the micro-credit business of

and to sell increased indemnity receivables,

the「Small-Loans Microfinance Foundation」
,

and it also raised their guarantee ceiling

which uses dormant account funds as a finan-

「Regional
(
Credit Guarantee Foundation

cial resource, bringing it under the aegis of the

Act」and「Enforcement Decree of Regional

「Smile Microcredit Bank」
, which will coor-

Credit Guarantee Foundation Act」
, imple-

dinate the microfinance project.

mented respectively on January 30 and June
30, 2009).

By allowing Korea Credit Guarantee
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Fund and Korea Technology Finance

In the meantime, to expand financial

Corporation to extend guarantees to securi-

assistance to small and medium-sized

tization companies as a matter of routine, it

exporters, it increased the capital of Korea

supported small and medium-sized compa-

Export-Import Bank from 4 trillion won to

nies with relatively low credit ratings and

8 trillion won. When a company raises eli-

Export-Import Bank through the issuance

schemes of eligible investors’(termed hedge

of bonds, the bank was also allowed to

funds) subject to less onerous regulation of

extend assistance through the acquisition or

their asset operations as being ‘where more

guarantee of those bonds(「Korea Export-

than 50 percent of the assets of collective

Import Bank Act」
, implemented on January

investment scheme are invested in firms

30, 2009).

showing signs of insolvency’. To make the
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gible funds entitled to support from Korea

calculation of the cost of the merger more
Refinement and Improvement of Capital

transparent, it required those contemplating

Market Related Legislation

corporate mergers to have an external evaluation conducted along with a market value

For the seamless operation of the「Capi-

evaluation(essential value method). To

tal Market Act」
, the government incorpo-

improve investors’ investment earnings

rated into secondary legislation matters

ratios from collective investment securities,

necessary for its systematic improvement

it adjusted downward the ceiling on fees

that had arisen in the course of its operation

(5/100 →2/100) and charges(5/100 →

since February 4, 2009.

1/100) for collective investment securities
sales.

First of all, the government realigned the
arrangements related to assistance for cor-

In relation to the regulation that requires

porate restructuring and corporate mergers

public notice of a substantial stockholding

「Enforcement
(
Decree of Capital Market

newly exceeding five percent of total equi-

Act」
, implemented on December 21, 2009).

ty, it allowed government, local govern-

By exempting merger and acquisition-ori-

ment and private pension funds that are

ented companies that meet certain condi-

characterized by their public nature and

tions for the protection of investors from

have little possibility of participation in

collective investment-related regulations, it

management to file a report only within the

provided an institutional legal foundation

first 10 days of the quarter following the

for allowing the setting up of special pur-

acquisition. The comparable deadline for

pose acquisition companies(SPAC). It also

other institutions and individuals was

spelled out in detail the conditions for

adjusted to within five days after such
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acquisition. Regarding the regulation on the

Business」and「Guideline on the Scope of

interception of information exchange, the

Ancillary Business within a Bank」
, imple-

government applied this only to business

mented respectively on February 4, 2009,

generating information whose exchange is

July 6, 2009 and February 4, 2009).

prohibited and relaxed restrictions on the
holding of additional jobs by financial

Financial Institution Restructuring

investment company personnel(「Enforcement Decree of Capital Market Act」,
implemented on July 1, 2009).

During 2009, the establishment of financial holding companies and financial
investment companies continued, and

Along with this, it revised supervisory

insurance companies handling new areas of

legislation related to the basis for the regu-

business were also set up. Apart from

lation of short selling related to stock

financial mergers and exits from the busi-

investment and the establishment of a share

ness at their own initiative, the government

ceiling on holdings of Treasury securities

steadily pressed for the restructuring of

with a maturity of over one year(within 5

troubled financial institutions, particularly

percent of fund assets) and an investment

mutual savings banks and credit unions,

ceiling on debt securities(over 40 percent of

through the management improvement,

fund assets) related to the asset operations

merger or liquidation. In the course of these

of MMFs. Other improvements were made

developments, Korea Deposit Insurance

by adjusting the scope of the objects subject

Corporation provided support amounting to

to regulations concerning foreign currency

107.3 billion won from public funds to

liquidity, adding Korea Securities Finance

financial institutions for the compensation

Corporation to the list of institutions that

of losses and the purchase of non-perform-

can operate trust account money through

ing assets. The Bank Recapitalization Fund

their principal account, and adding retire-

purchased 4 trillion won worth of hybrid

ment pension business and collateral bond

securities and subordinated bonds.

trust business to the scope of banks’ ancillary business(「Enforcement Decree of
Capital Market Act」,「Regulation on
Supervision of Financial Investment
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investment business, including Asia

Institutions

Asset Management and Hyundai Asset
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Management.

IV

During 2009, establishments and mergAmong

insurance
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ers continued, involving particularly finan-

companies,

cial holding companies, financial invest-

Hungkuk Life Insurance brought

ment companies and insurance companies,

Hungkuk Ssangyong Fire & Marine

as did the restructuring of distressed finan-

Insurance under its wing as a subsidiary

cial institutions, which focused particularly

to strengthen competitiveness. DAS

on mutual savings banks and credit unions.

Legal Expenses Insurance established a
non-life insurance company that, for the

Firstly a new financial holding company,
Korea Standard Chartered Financial Group

first time in Korea, handles only the
business of legal costs insurance.

with five subsidiaries including SC First
Bank and SC Securities,was formed in

As a part of its drive for the restructuring of

June. October saw the establishment of

ailing financial institutions, meanwhile, the

KDB Financial Holding Company, in line

government cancelled the business license of

with the planned privatization of Korea

Jeonbuk Mutual Savings Bank, ordered

Development Bank(KDB). It has a total of

Ieutteum and Jeonil Mutual Savings Banks to

11 subsidiaries including KDB, Daewoo

improve their management, and set up Yes

Securities, KDB Capital, and KDB Asset

Mutual Savings Bank as a bridge financial

Management.

company to deal with the winding up of distressed mutual savings banks. It also sought to

In the case of financial investment com-

encourage a process of autonomous restruc-

panies, Hanmag Futures and BS Futures

turing involving ailing mutual savings banks

were reborn as Hanmag Investment

and credit unions. It had Tomato, Hyundai

Securities and BS Investment Securities,

Swiss and Mirae Mutual Savings Banks

respectively, after gaining licenses for han-

respectively take over Yangpoong, Yehanul

dling securities investment brokerage busi-

and Hanil Mutual Savings Banks and induced

ness. Six asset management companies

the merger of eight credit unions, including

were licensed and set up for collective

that of Saemangeum into Buan, Dowha into
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< Table Ⅳ - 1 >

Changes in the Number of Financial Institutions1)
Unit : number

Number of
institutions
at the end
of 1997
Financial Holding
Companies

1998~2008
Exit2)

Merger 3)

2009
Newly
established

Exit2)

Merger 3)

Number of
institutions
Newly
at the end
established of 2009

-

1

-

7

-

-

2

8

Banks

33

5

10

-

-

-

-

18

Merchant Banking
Corporations

30

22

7

1

-

-

-

2

Securities Companies

36

8

8

28

-

-

2

50

Asset Management
Companies

31

6

8

46

-

-

6

69

Life Insurance
Companies4)

31

9

5

4

-

-

-

21

Non-life Insurance
Companies

14

2

1

5

-

1

1

16

231

114

29

18

1

-

1

106

Credit Unions

1,666

554

132

14

4

8

-

982

Total

2,072

721

200

123

5

9

12

1,272

Mutual Savings
Banks

Notes : 1) Excludes branches of foreign financial institutions
Notes : 2) Includes revocation(application) of license, bankruptcy and liquidation
Notes : 3) Number of financial institutions that ceased to exist following mergers
Notes : 4) Excludes Postal Insurance
Source : Financial Supervisory Service

Nokdong and Moonjang into Jeonnam
Seobu.

Looking at the details of the support,
funds used for the compensation of losses
amounted to 3.8 billion won, while 116.1

Support for Financial Institutions from

billion won was provided for the purchase

Public Funds

of non-performing assets and 12.6 billion
won was refunded from unpaid insurance

During 2009, support amounting to 107.3

money whose extinctive prescription had

billion won from public funds was injected

been completed. By type of financial insti-

into financial institutions by way of Korea

tution, support from public funds for secu-

Deposit Insurance Corporation for com-

rities companies came to 117.7 billion won

pensation for losses and the purchase of

and that for insurance companies to 2.1 bil-

non-performing assets.

lion won. However, 12.6 billion won was
repaid by merchant banks. Meanwhile, the
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ness of financial institutions and their

chased 828.6 billion won worth of non-per-

restructuring.
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newly-established Restructuring Fund pur-

forming loans for the management sound-
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Public Funds Injected

< Table Ⅳ - 2>

Unit : 100 million won

Compensation
for Losses
Banks

Purchase of
Assets

Repayment of
Deposits

Recapitalization

Total

1

-

-

-

1

Securities
Companies

16

1,161

-

-

1,177

Insurance
Companies

21

-

-

-

21

-

-

-126

-

-126

38

1,161

-126

-

1,073

Merchant
Banking
Corporations
Total

Source : Korea Deposit Insurance Corp.
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V
Financial Status and
Organizational Changes

1. Financial Status

Liabilities and Capital

Assets

The total liabilities of the Bank of Korea
as of the end of 2009 stood at 357,825.6 bil-

As of the end of 2009, the total assets of
the Bank of Korea stood at 364,033.3 bil-

lion won, representing an increase of
50,381.1 billion won during the year.

lion won, an increase of 51,693.3 billion
won over the end of the previous year.

By class of liability, Monetary Stabiliza
-tion Bonds outstanding increased by 22,232.6

By type of asset, loans on securities

billion won owing to their net issuance follow-

dropped by 13,015.1 billion won during the

ing the expansion of fiscal spending. Deposits

year. Securities increased by 67,007.6 bil-

also expanded by 29,982.2 billion won owing

lion won, reflecting an increase in foreign

to the enlarged foreign currency deposits.

exchange reserves. Loans of bills also

Meanwhile, the Exchange Revaluation

increased by 4,995.6 billion won. Special

Adjustment Account decreased by 11,420.2

drawing rights(SDRs) holdings increased

billion won in the wake of a fall in the won-

by 4,249.1 billion won owing to the IMF’s

dollar exchange rate at the year-end.

creation and distribution of new SDRs.
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tal account stood at 6,207.7 billion won as

paid to the government as tax revenue and

of the end of 2009, an increase of 1,312.2

53.3 billion won was placed with for the

billion won from the end of the previous

Bounty Fund on Farmers’ and Fishermen’

year. There was a net profit for the period of

Property Formation Deposits.

V
FinancialStatusand
OrganizationalChanges

before distribution, 1.5 trillion won was
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The balance of the Bank of Korea’s capi-

2,865.5 billion won. Of the 2008 profit
< Table Ⅴ - 1 >

Financial Status

Assets
Current Assets
Gold and silver bullion

Unit : billion won

2008

2009

Change

312,340.0

364,033.3

51,693.3

303,828.9

354,520.2

50,691.3

95.1

92.2

-2.9

108.2

4,357.3

4,249.1

236,772.8

303,780.4

67,007.6

26,182.7

19,796.0

-6,386.7

8,106.8

13,102.4

4,995.6

13,015.1

0.0

-13,015.1

Securities bought under resale agreements

7,869.4

1,794.1

-6,075.3

Loans to government

1,117.2

1,117.2

0.0

10,561.6

10,480.6

-81.0

Holdings of SDRs
Securities
Due from banks
Loans on bills
Loans on Securities

Other current assets
Fixed Assets

8,511.1

9,513.1

1,002.0

312,340.0

364,033.3

51,693.3

307,444.5

357,825.6

50,381.1

306,831.7

357,205.9

50,374.2

30,758.3

37,346.2

6,587.9

126,937.2

149,169.8

22,232.6

5,280.7

4,820.4

-460.3

Deposits

80,557.2

110,539.4

29,982.2

Securities sold under repurchase agreements

18,720.7

19,255.5

534.8

141.9

4,385.2

4,243.3

44,435.7

31,689.4

-12,746.3

(35,842.7)

(24,422.5)

(-11,420.2)

612.8

619.7

6.9

4,895.5

6,207.7

1,312.2

1,492.6

1,832.9

340.3

0.0

1,509.3

1,509.3

Undivided earned surplus

3,402.9

2,865.5

-537.4

(Net profit for the period)

(3,402.9)

(2,865.5)

(-537.4)

Liabilities and Capital
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Currency issued
Monetary Stabilization Bonds issued
Government deposits

Allocation of SDRs
Other current liabilities
(Exchange Revaluation Adjustment Account)
Long term liabilities
Capital
Legal reserve
Voluntary reserve

Note : The figures are rounded for certain account entries to bring assets and liabilities and capital into balance.
Source : BOK
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Viewing the details of disposal of the

fall in international interest rates.

2009 profit before distribution amounting

Miscellaneous interest received also

to 2,865.5 billion won, 286.5 billion won

dropped by 1,030.3 billion won.

was allocated to the legal reserve. 63.1 billion won was paid as a contribution to the

Meanwhile, total operating expenses

Bounty Fund on Farmers’ and Fishermen’s

decreased by 4,000.8 billion won from the

Property Formation Deposits. 1,415.9 bil-

previous year to stand at 12,914.9 billion won.

lion won was set aside voluntarily against

Interest paid on deposits decreased by

possible losses and the remaining 1.1 tril-

1,331.9 billion won owing to a fall in the

lion won was paid to the government as tax

interest rate paid. Interest paid on MSBs and

revenue.

losses on securities transactions, similarly,
fell by 971.9 billion won and 715.3 billion

Income and Expenses

For the year under review, the Bank of
Korea’s net profit for the period came to
2,865.5 billion won, a decrease of 537.4
billion won from the previous year. The
decrease was attributable to an increase in
the payment of corporate tax following the
exhaustion of deductibles carried forward
from the accumulated deficit, which had
served to offset the increase in before-tax
profit.

Operating revenue decreased by 3,540.8
billion won from the previous year to stand
at 16,737.5 billion won. Interest received
on securities holdings and deposits
decreased by 1,065.4 billion won and 832.8
billion won, respectively, influenced by a
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won, respectively.
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< Table Ⅴ - 2>

Income Statement
Unit : billion won

2008
Operating Revenue
Interest and discounts received

Interest on deposits
Interest on overdraft
Interest on loans on bills
Interest on loans on securities
Interest on Liquidity Adjustment Loans
Interest on securities bought under resale agreement

change

20,278.3

16,737.5

-3,540.8

15,875.0

13,143.8

-2,731.2

12,072.5

11,007.1

-1,065.4

935.9

103.1

-832.8

0.0

0.1

0.1

203.5

230.3

26.8

41.5

252.5

211.0

1.0

0.1

-0.9

180.5

78.0

-102.5

Interest on loans to government

40.8

103.6

62.8

Miscellaneous interest received

2,399.3

1,369.0

-1,030.3

322.8

207.7

-115.1

Profits on sales of securities

2,984.3

2,878.7

-105.6

Profits on foreign exchange transactions

1,094.8

507.2

-587.6

Commissions received

Other operating revenue

1.4

0.1

-1.3

16,915.7

12,914.9

-4,000.8

Interest and discount paid

11,982.2

8,679.6

-3,302.6

lnterest paid on deposits

2,118.4

786.5

-1,331.9

Interest paid on MSBs issued

7,199.8

6,227.9

-971.9

994.0

303.5

-690.5

1,670.0

1,361.7

-308.3

221.0

299.5

78.5

4,131.7

3,416.4

-715.3

0.0

0.0

0

Banknote and coin manufacturing expenses

225.0

165.8

-59.2

General and administrative expenses

310.6

305.8

-4.8

45.2

47.8

2.6

3,362.6

3,822.6

460.0

Operating Expenses

Interest paid on securities sold under repurchase agreements
Miscellaneous interest paid
Commissions paid
Losses on sales of securities
Losses on foreign exchange transactions

Other operating expenses
Operating profit
Non-operating revenue

52.6

12.7

-39.9

Non-operating expenses

11.6

148.3

136.7

Profit before income taxes

3,403.6

3,687.0

283.4

0.7

821.5

820.8

3,402.9

2,865.5

-537.4

Income taxes
Net profit for the period

V
FinancialStatusand
OrganizationalChanges

Interest on securities

2009

Note : The figures are rounded for certain account entries to bring operating revenue and operating expenses into
balance.
Source : BOK
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ture, reducing the number of senior execu-

2. Organizational Changes

tive staffs and making use of outsourcing
The Bank of Korea devoted unceasing
efforts for the construction of organization-

for general affairs, special services and
other non-clerical tasks .

al framework and the deployment of its
staff resources to respond efficiently to the

As of the end of the year of 2009, the

changing international and domestic envi-

Bank of Korea had at Head Office a total of

ronment. In 2009, the Bank of Korea took

16 departmental divisions(12 departments,

on an expanded role in relation to financial

two offices, one institute and one center),

stability, influenced by joining the

13 offices attached to departments(11

Financial Stability Board(FSB) and the

offices and one institute, one task force)

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

and four offices under the direct control of

(BCBS). In June, it set up Financial

departments. The subordinate structure at

Stability Office consisting of the two teams

Head Office consisted of 118 teams in

- FSB Team and BCBS Team - within

all(112 teams and six studies teams). It

Financial Systems Stability Department. In

also had 16 branches in Seoul and

preparation for the G-20 Finance Ministers

provincial regions with 7 planning and

and Central Bank Governors’ Meeting to be

research offices, and 54 teams reporting

chaired by Korea in 2010, the Bank of Korea

to them plus five overseas representative

constituted a G-20 Affairs office as a tempo-

offices(and two resident representatives).

rary task force organization in August.

The total number of the Bank of Korea’s

Meanwhile, it also devoted considerable

staff came to 2,203, a decrease of 27 from

effort to improving the manpower struc-

the end of the previous year.

Organizational Structure

< Chart Ⅴ - 1 >

Monetary Policy Committee
Governor
Senior Deputy Governor

Auditor

Deputy Governors
Branches

Audit Department
Business
Management
Financial
Stability
Head Office

Monetary
Policy
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(1) Organization of the Bank of Korea
(2) Members of the Monetary Policy Committee
(3) Executives of the Bank of Korea

2. Main Economic Indicators

1. Organization of the Bank of Korea
(1) Organization of the Bank of Korea
(As of December 31, 2009)

Planning & Budget Department

Planning & coordination Team, Budget Team, Organization Team, Expense Accounting Team, Integrated Risk Management Team

Knowledge Management Office
& Library

Knowledge Management Team, Library

Legal Office

Legal Team I, Legal Team Ⅱ

Monetary Policy Committee Secretariat

MPC Administrative Support Team, MPC Research Support Team

Secretariat
Press Office

Deputy
Governor

Monetary Policy
Committee

Governor

Senior Deputy
Governor

Deputy
Governor

Deputy
Governor

Deputy
Governor

Information Technology Department

Information Technology Planning Team, Accounting Systems Team, Settlement Systems Team, Information Systems Team, Information Technology Office (Mainframe Systems Team, Server & PC
Management Team)

Personnel Department

Personnel Management Team, Payroll & Welfare Team, Labor-Management Cooperation Team

Human Resources
Development Institute

HRD Administration Team, HRD Planning Team, HRD Management Team, Instruction Team

Properties Management Office

Properties Administration Team, Facilities Administration Team, Procurement Service Team

Security Department

Security & Emergency Planning Team, Guard Team

Economic Information & Education
Center

Public Relations Team, Museum & Institutional Identity Team, Educational Resources Development Team, Economic Education Team

Research Department

Overall Research & Forecasting Team, Monetary & Fiscal Research Team, Financial Industry Team, Economic Activities Analysis Team, Inflation Research Team,
Industry Analysis Team, International Trade Team

Global Economic Information
Office
Economic Statistics Department

Monetary & Financial Statistics Team, Flow of Funds Team, Balance of Payments Statistics Team, Corporate Statistics Team, Price Statistics Team, National Income Statistics Team,
Input-Output Statistics Team, Statistics Development & Survey Office (Statistics Development Team, Economic Survey Team)

Institute for Monetary &
Economic Research

Research Planning & Coordination Team, Monetary Studies Team, Finance Studies Team, International Economics Team, Macroeconomic Studies Team,
Northeast Asian Economic Studies Team

Monetary Policy Department

Monetary Policy Planning & Coordination Team, Credit & Reserves Policy Team, Monetary Policy Analysis Team, Monetary Policy Cooperation Team, Monetary Policy Research Team

Financial Markets Department

Monetary Affairs Team, Market Operations Team, Money Market Team, Fixed Income Market Team, Equity Market & Corporate Finance Team

Financial Systems Stability
Department

Banking Analysis & Coordination Team, Banking Research Team, Risk Analysis Team, Financial Stability Analysis Team, Bank Analysis Team Ⅰ∙Ⅱ∙Ⅲ, Financial Stability Office(FSB Team, BSBC Team)

Payment & Settlement Systems
Department

Payment Systems Policy Team, Payment Systems Stability Team, Payment Systems Management Team, Electronic Banking Team, Loans & Settlement Team

Treasury & Debt Securities
Office

Treasury Team, Debt Securities Team

Currency Issue Department

Issue Policy Team, Issue Planning Team, Cash Services Team, Cash Processing Team

International Department

International Planning Team, International Finance Research Team, Foreign Exchange Business Team, Foreign Exchange Review Team, Foreign Exchange Market Team,
International Finance Monitoring Team, Foreign Exchange Analysis & Investigation Office (Foreign Exchange Analysis Team, Foreign Exchange Investigation Team, Foreign Exchange Information Systems
Team)

International Relations Office
Deputy
Governor

Global Economic Analysis Team, Europe & the Americas Team, Asia Team

International Cooperation Team, Central Bank Cooperation Team, International Organizations Team

G20 Affairs Office
5 Representative Offices: New York, Frankfurt, Tokyo, London, Beijing
Reserve Management Department

Reserve Management Planning Team, Risk Management Team, Performance Analysis Team, External Fund Managements Team

Reserve Investment
Office

Investment Strategy Team, Portfolio Management Team Ⅰ∙Ⅱ∙Ⅲ∙Ⅳ

Reserve Management Support
Office

Settlement Team, Reserve Information System Team

16 Branches : Busan, Daegu & Gyeongbuk, Mokpo, Gwangju & Jeonnam, Jeonbuk, Daejeon & Chungnam,
Chungbuk, Gangwon, Incheon, Jeju, Gyeonggi, Gyeongnam, Gangneung, Ulsan, Pohang,
Gangnam
Auditor

Audit Department

Audit Planning Teams, Audit Team Ⅰ∙Ⅱ∙Ⅲ∙Ⅳ∙Ⅴ

General Administration Team, Regional Economic Research Office(Public Relations & Financial Research Team, Economic Research
Team), Regional Economic Research Team, Credit & Reserves Team, Issue Team, Verification & Counting Team
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(2) Members of the Monetary Policy Committee
(As of December 31, 2009)
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Lee, Seongtae
Governor of the Bank of Korea

Shim, Hoon
Recommended by the Chairman
of Korea Federation of Banks

Park, Bong-Heum
Recommended by the Chairman of
Korea Chamber of Commerce & Industry

Kim, Dae Sik
Recommended by the Governor of
the Bank of Korea

Choi, Dosoung
Recommended by the Chairman
of Financial Services Commission

Kang, Myung Hun
Recommended by the Minister of
Strategy and Finance

Lee, Ju Yeol
Senior Deputy Governor
of the Bank of Korea
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Member
Member
Member
Member
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Lee, Seongtae
Shim, Hoon
Park, Bong-Heum
Kim, Dae Sik
Choi, Dosoung
Kang, Myung Hun
Lee, Ju Yeol
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(3) Executives of the Bank of Korea
(As of December 31, 2009)
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Lee, Seongtae

Senior Deputy Governor

Lee, Ju Yeol

Deputy Governor

Song, Chang Hun

Deputy Governor

Lee, Gwang-Ju

Deputy Governor

Kim, Jae-Chun

Deputy Governor

Jang, Byung-Wha

Deputy Governor

Lee, Kwang-June

Auditor

Kang, Tai Hyuk
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2. Main Economic Indicators
Unit

2006

2007

2008

2009

2009.1

2

3

41,664.0

48,543.7

52,272.8

61,739.6 640,040.6

63,061.7

65,669.5

(7.4)

(16.5)

(7.7)

(18.1)

(27.4)

(20.0)

(32.5)

51,869.5

56,399.0

64,846.3

67,779.1

63,424.0

70,559.2

71,710.1

(19.9)

(8.7)

(15.0)

(4.5)

(19.4)

(42.2)

(45.4)

330,134.1

312,832.3

307,273.6

(-0.8)

(-5.2)

(-1.8)

371,087.6

316,382.7

330,623.7

(11.7)

(-14.7)

(4.5)

1)

Money

Reserve money
<Period-averages>

billion won
%

<End of period>

billion won
%

M1
<Period-averages>

billion won
%

<End of period>

billion won
%

357,344.1 331,358.0
(16.3)

(8.3)

389,394.5 330,650.9
(17.8)

(10.5)

334,521.7 342,777.0
(9.8)

(14.3)

346,130.1 346,217.8
(14.8)

(17.7)

M2
<Period-averages>

billion won 1,076,682.4 1,197,094.8 1,367,713.4 1,508,550.4 1,440,275.8 1,457,931.3 1,470,443.1

<End of period>

billion won 1,149,262.1 1,273,611.9 1,425,887.5 1,566,850.0 1,445,387.5 1,470,463.5 1,467,314.9

%
%

(8.3)
(12.5)

(11.2)
(10.8)

(14.3)
(12.0)

(10.3)
(9.9)

(12.0)
(11.5)

(11.4)
(11.8)

(11.1)
(11.5)

Lf
<Period-averages>

billion won 1,454,858.8 1,603,516.0 1,794,841.2 1,937,371.6 1,868,843.3 1,879,102.7 1,889,071.5

<End of period>

billion won 1,538,299.7 1,691,565.2 1,845,199.1 2,019,400.9 1,865,740.8 1,886,976.9 1,885,023.5

%
%

(7.9)
(10.5)

(10.2)
(10.0)

(11.9)
(9.1)

(7.9)
(9.4)

(9.2)
(8.9)

(8.8)
(9.2)

(8.4)
(8.4)

Interest rates
Call market rate(overnight)2) %per annum

4.19

4.77

4.78

1.98

2.43

2.06

1.77

Yields on corporate bonds3)

〃

5.17

5.70

7.02

5.81

7.34

7.07

6.14

General loans4)

〃

5.99

6.55

7.17

5.65

5.91

5.57

5.50

%

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.04

0.05

%

5.2

5.1

2.3

0.2

-

-

0.2

Ratio of dishonored bills5)
G

D

P 6)

Private consumption

〃

4.7

5.1

1.3

0.2

-

-

0.3

Construction investment

〃

0.5

1.4

-2.8

4.4

-

-

5.9

Facilities investment

〃

8.2

9.3

-1.0

-9.1

-

-

-10.5

Exports of goods and services

〃

11.4

12.6

6.6

-0.8

-

-

-3.2

Imports of goods and services

〃

11.3

11.7

4.4

-8.2

-

-

-6.4

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing

〃

1.5

4.0

5.6

1.6

-

-

-0.1

Manufacturing

〃

8.1

7.2

2.9

-1.6

-

-

-2.5

Electricity, Gas and Water

〃

4.1

3.8

6.2

4.9

-

-

2.4

Construction

〃

2.2

2.6

-2.5

1.9

-

-

4.4

Services

〃

4.4

5.1

2.8

1.0

-

-

0.3

Notes : 1) Figures in parenthesis are rates of increase compared with the same period of the previous year.
2) Based on uncollateralized intermediated transactions.
3) Non-guaranteed bonds (AA-) with a three-year maturity.
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4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Appendix

12

60,082.5

59,530.3

59,420.2

60,570.3

59,650.3

63,681.7

61,154.5

(21.1)

(19.0)

(16.1)

(17.4)

(16.5)

(11.9)

(20.2)

(12.7)

(5.6)

59,752.4

59,916.4

65,406.1

59,199.0

62,171.8

66,636.7

60,544.2

60,194.2

67,779.1

(19.7)

(10.8)

(24.3)

(10.8)

(12.1)

(14.2)

(13.6)

(3.0)

(4.5)

350,446.0

355,922.0

362,111.3

363,421.4

361,012.4

367,070.3

371,531.7

370,979.7

376,977.3

(17.4)

(17.0)

(18.5)

(18.5)

(18.5)

(19.5)

(19.6)

(17.3)

(16.4)

352,604.0

359,698.8

375,303.8

357,861.3

365,842.2

379,731.1

372,262.6

374,320.2

389,394.5

(17.2)

(17.7)

(19.9)

(16.9)

(19.0)

(20.5)

(17.8)

(15.9)

(17.8)

MainEconomicIndicators

61,379.9

62,633.2

1,482,009.7 1,491,542.7 1,501,898.3 1,512,822.5 1,524,879.7 1,535,279.8 1,551,319.5 1,564,175.8 1,570,027.1
(10.6)

(9.9)

(9.6)

(9.7)

(10.0)

(10.0)

(10.5)

(9.7)

(9.3)

1,481,967.5 1,498,549.1 1,509,702.2 1,506,976.6 1,526,511.9 1,541,191.2 1,554,701.4 1,564,351.2 1,566,850.0
(9.7)

(10.0)

(10.3)

(9.5)

(9.5)

(10.7)

(10.2)

(9.6)

(9.9)

1,897,923.7 1,913,084.5 1,925,418.1 1,940,223.0 1,956,130.6 1,972,408.5 1,990,372.5 2,000,503.6 2,015,377.4
(7.7)

(7.3)

(7.0)

(7.7)

(8.0)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.6)

(8.1)

1,899,679.4 1,919,967.2 1,937,080.0 1,938,606.2 1,962,277.1 1,982,529.3 1,993,232.8 2,006,403.2 2,019,409.9
(6.9)

(7.2)

(8.0)

(7.7)

(7.7)

(8.5)

(8.2)

(8.1)

(9.4)

1.80

1.91

1.93

1.93

1.98

1.99

1.99

2.00

2.00

5.68

5.16

5.21

5.46

5.74

5.58

5.60

5.43

5.35

5.40

5.42

5.47

5.53

5.61

5.82

5.88

5.87

5.81

0.03

0.04

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.04

0.03

-

-

2.4

-

-

3.2

-

-

0.2

-

-

3.3

-

-

1.7

-

-

0.4

-

-

1.8

-

-

-0.7

-

-

-0.1

-

-

9.0

-

-

10.8

-

-

5.3

-

-

10.0

-

-

4.4

-

-

-1.0

-

-

8.8

-

-

6.5

-

-

0.1

-

-

-0.4

-

-

2.9

-

-

0.4

-

-

8.0

-

-

9.4

-

-

-1.7

-

-

-1.3

-

-

3.8

-

-

-2.6

-

-

1.2

-

-

-1.0

-

-

-0.6

-

-

1.0

-

-

0.9

-

-

0.9

4) Average lending rate on new lending of deposit money banks, excluding overdrafts and negative
balance loans.
5) Nationwide dishonored value basis, after adjustment for electronic settlement.
6) Compared with the same period of the previous year and figures for the 3rd, 6th, 9th & 12th months
are rates of increase on a quarterly basis.
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Unit

2006

2007

2008

2009

2009.1

2

3

Price indexes7)
Consumer prices

Producer prices

%

2.2

2.5

4.7

2.8

3.7

4.1

3.9

〃

(2.1)

(3.6)

〃

0.9

1.4

(4.1)

(2.8)

(0.1)

(0.7)

(0.7)

8.6

-0.2

4.7

4.4

3.5

〃

(0.3)

(3.6)

(5.6)

(1.8)

(-0.3)

(0.6)

(0.5)

23,151

23,433

23,577

23,506

22,861

22,742

23,110

Employment
Number of persons employed

thousand persons

Number of persons unemployed

〃

827

783

769

889

848

924

952

Unemployment rate

%

3.5

3.2

3.2

3.6

3.6

3.9

4.0

2,716,193 2,809,894

2,795,053

-

- 2,753,401

(3.4)

(-0.5)

-

-

2,733,471 2,758,726

2,732,458

-

- 2,646,692

Wages8)
won

All industry

%
won

Manufacturing
Industrial activity indexes
(Manufacturing)
Production9)

2,541,886
(5.7)
2,522,501

(6.1)

(-2.1)

%

(5.7)

(7.4)

(0.9)

(-1.0)

-

-

(-2.4)

%

8.7

7.1

3.4

-0.9

-27.2

-10.4

-11.3

9)

〃

7.9

7.2

2.5

-1.9

-24.6

-9.7

-11.7

9)

Inventories

〃

9.3

5.6

7.2

-8.0

-0.1

-5.4

-6.1

Average capacity utilization ratio

〃

80.0

80.1

77.5

74.6

62.8

67.7

70.3

Shipments

Balance of payments
Current account

hundred mil ion U.S.$

53.9

58.8

-57.8

426.7

-16.1

35.9

66.4

(Goods)

〃

279.1

281.7

56.7

561.3

-17.6

31.0

69.7

(Services)

〃

-189.6

-197.7

-166.7

-172.0

-7.1

-5.4

-6.8

〃

179.7

71.3

-500.8

264.5

46.6

-32.2

-28.4

3,254.6

3,714.9

4,220.1

3,635.3

211.3

254.0

278.9

Capital account
Foreign trade10)
Exports

hundred mil ion U.S.$

Imports

hundred mil ion U.S.$

%

%
11)

Foreign exchange holdings
Exchange rate of won12)
against U.S. dollar

hundred mil ion U.S.$

(14.4)

(14.1)

(13.6)

(-13.9)

(-34.5)

(-18.5)

(-22.5)

3,093.8

3,568.5

4,352.7

3,230.8

249.0

226.0

239.2

(18.4)

(15.3)

(22.0)

(-25.8)

(-31.4)

(-30.7)

(-35.5)

2,389.6

2,622.2

2,012.2

2,699.9

2,017.4

2,015.3

2,063.4

won

929.8

936.1

1,259.5

1,164.5

1,379.5

1,534.0

1,383.5

%

(8.8)

(-0.7)

(-25.7)

(8.2)

(-8.7)

(-17.9)

(-9.0)

Notes : 7) Compared with the same period of the previous year. Figures in parenthesis are rates of increase compared
with the previous month and figures in yearly date indicate rates of increase compared with the last month
of the previous year.
8) Monthly earnings. Figures in parenthesis are rates of increase compared with the same period of the previous year. Covers establishments with five or more regular employees.
9) Compared with the same period of the previous year.
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4

5

7

8

2.7

2.0

1.6

(0.3)

(0.0)

(-0.1)

(0.4)

1.5

-1.3

-3.1

-3.8

(0.2)

(-0.8)

(-0.3)

(1.2)

23,524

23,720

23,967

933

938

3.8

9

2.2

10

11

2.2

2.0

(0.4)

(0.1)

-3.0

-2.6

(0.5)

23,828

960

3.8

-

-

-

Appendix

12

2.4

2.8

(-0.3)

(0.2)

(0.4)

-3.1

-0.4

1.8

(0.1)

(-0.8)

(0.4)

(0.5)

23,620

23,805

23,856

23,806

23,229

928

905

826

799

819

834

3.9

3.7

3.7

3.4

3.2

3.3

3.5

2,692,558

-

-

2,819,412

-

-

2,914,839

-

(-2.0)

-

-

(-0.8)

-

-

(2.6)

-

2,595,610

-

-

2,791.747

-

-

2,895,783

-

-

(-3.6)

-

-

(-2.5)

-

-

(4.7)

-8.8

-9.6

-1.3

0.7

1.0

11.5

0.5

18.8

36.0

-8.6

-9.1

-0.5

-1.4

-1.1

8.9

-0.6

15.7

27.0

-9.8

-13.4

-17.0

-15.2

-14.5

-14.2

-16.4

-14.6

-8.0

72.4

73.6

76.6

78.7

77.7

79.9

77.3

78.2

79.7

42.7

34.4

53.8

44.2

19.2

40.5

47.6

42.8

15.2

61.1

48.7

66.0

61.1

33.2

52.7

56.8

58.4

40.2

-11.2

-15.2

-15.3

-19.0

-18.0

-16.3

-13.1

-16.6

-28.0

21.9

67.1

-2.2

22.0

53.0

69.0

15.8

15.4

16.4

303.3

278.2

322.1

319.1

289.5

339.2

339.7

339.9

360.1

(-19.9)

(-29.4)

(-13.6)

(-22.1)

(-20.9)

(-9.4)

(-8.5)

(17.9)

(32.8)

248.7

234.1

256.9

276.8

274.1

297.6

304.0

295.3

329.2

(-35.0)

(-39.5)

(-32.1)

(-35.6)

(-32.2)

(-24.7)

(-15.8)

(2.4)

(23.9)

2,124.8

2,267.7

2,317.3

2,375.1

2,454.6

2,542.5

2,641.9

2,708.9

2,699.9

1,282.0

1,255.0

1,273.9

1,228.5

1,248.9

1,178.1

1,182.5

1,162.8

1,164.5

(-1.8)

(0.4)

(-1.1)

(2.5)

(0.8)

(6.9)

(6.5)

(8.3)

(8.2)

MainEconomicIndicators

3.6

6

10) On a customs-clearance basis. Figures in parenthesis are rates of increase compared with the same period
of the previous year.
11) As of the end of the period.
12) Closing rate as of the end of the period. Figures in parenthesis indicate appreciation (+) or depreciation (-)
rates of the won compared with the end of the previous year.
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